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‘The property listed in this catalogue will be offered and sold subject to the fol- 
lowing terms and conditions: 

1. The word “Galleries”, wherever used in these Conditions of Sale, means 
the Parke-Bernet Galleries, Inc. 

2. The Galleries has exercised reasonable care to catalogue and describe cor- 
rectly the property to be sold, but it does not warrant the correctness of descrip- 
tion, genuineness, authenticity or condition of said property. 

3. Unless otherwise announced by the auctioneer at the time of sale, all bids are 
to be for a single article even though more than one article is included under 
a numbered item in the catalogue. If, however, the articles under any one num- 
bered item are designated as a ““Lot’’ then bids are to be for the lot irrespective 
of the number of articles described in such item. 

4. The highest bidder accepted by the auctioneer shall be the buyer. In the event 
of any dispute between bidders, the auctioneer may, in his discretion, determine 
who is the successful bidder, and his decision shall be final ; or the auctioneer may 
reoffer and resell the article in dispute. 

5. Any bid which is not commensurate with the value of the article offered, or 
which is merely a nominal or fractional advance over the previous bid, may be 
rejected by the auctioneer, in his discretion, if in his judgment such bid would 
be likely to affect the sale injuriously. 

6. The name and address of the buyer of each article, or lot, shall be given to 
the Galleries immediately following the sale thereof, and payment of the whole 
purchase price, or such part thereof as the Galleries may require, shall be imme- 
diately made by the purchaser thereof. If the foregoing condition, or any other 
applicable condition herein, is not complied with, the sale may, at the option of 
the Galleries, be cancelled, and the article, or lot, reoffered for sale. 

7. Unless the sale is advertised and announced as an unrestricted sale, or a sale 
without reserve, consignors reserve the right to bid. 

8. Except as herein otherwise provided, title will pass to the highest bidder upon 
the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, and thereafter the property is at the pur- 
chaser’s sole risk and responsibility. 

g. Articles sold and not paid for in full and not taken by noon of the day fol- 
lowing the sale may be turned over by the Galleries to a carrier to be delivered 
to a storehouse for the account and risk of the purchaser, and at his cost. If the 

purchase price has not been so paid in full, the Galleries may either cancel the 
sale, and any partial payment already made shall thereupon be forfeited as liqui- 
dated damages, or it may resell the same, without notice to the buyer and for his 
account and risk, and hold him responsible for any deficiency. 



CONDITIONS OF SALE—concluded 

10. If for any cause whatsoever any article sold cannot be delivered, or cannot 
be delivered in as good condition as the same may have been at the time of sale, 
the sale will be cancelled, and any amount that may have been paid on account 
of the sale will be returned to the purchaser. 

11. In addition to the purchase price, the buyer will be required to pay the New 
York City sales tax, unless the buyer is exempt from the payment thereof. 

12. The Galleries, subject to these Conditions of Sale and to such terms and 
conditions as it may prescribe, but without charge for its services, will undertake 
to make bids for responsible parties approved by it. Requests for such bidding 
must be given with such clearness as to leave no room for misunderstanding as 
to the amount to be bid and must state the catalogue number of the item and 
the name or title of the article to be bid on. If bids are to be made on several 
articles listed as one item in the catalogue, the request should state the amount 
to be bid on each article, unless the item contains the notation “Lot”, in which 
case the request should state the amount to be bid “‘For the Lot”. —The Galleries 
reserves the right to decline to undertake to make such bids. 

13. The Galleries will facilitate the employment of carriers and packers by pur- 
chasers but will not be responsible for the acts of such carriers or packers in any 
respect whatsoever. 

14. These Conditions of Sale cannot be altered except in writing by the Gal- 
leries or by public announcement by the auctioneer at the time of sale. 

SALES CONDUCTED BY HIRAM H. PARKE, OTTO BERNET, AND H. E. RUSSELL, JR 

PARKE-BERNE GALLERIES ING 

742 FIFTH AVENUE + NEW YORK 

Telephone PLAZA 3-7573 Cable PARKGAL 

Hiram H. Parke - President 

OtTTo BERNET + Vice-President ARTHUR SWANN °: Vice-President 
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FIRST SESSION 

FripAy AFTERNOON, NovEMBER [WENTY-FIFTH 

Miniatures and Other Small Bibelots 

Table Glass 

Capo di Monte, Paris, Dresden, Copeland and Other 

Table Porcelains and Figurines 

Silver and Silver-plated Ware 

Laces, Textiles and Hangings 

Paintings 

French Furniture and Decorations 

Oriental Rugs 

French Furniture and Decorations [Concluded ] 

SECOND AND LAST SESSION 

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER '[ WENTY-SIXTH 

Chelsea, Derby, Rockingham, Coalport and Other 

Old Porcelains 

Georgian Silver and Sheffield Plate 

Paintings 

English Furniture and Decorations 

‘Tapestries 

Important Rugs, Including English and Spanish 

Hand-tufted Carpets and Kashan Silk Rugs 

English Furniture and Decorations [Concluded ] 

I) 1th 

13- 16 

I7- 52 

53- 81 

82- 92 

93-116 

BI7-173 

174-195 

196-233 

234-276 

277-295 

296-316 

317-409 

410-414 

415-439 

440-460 
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Digitized by the Internet Archive 
in 2023 with funding from 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art 

https://archive.org/details/englishfrenchfurOOpark_2 



FIRST SESSION 

Friday, November 25, 1938, at 2 p. m. 

CATALOGUE NUMBERS [ro 233 INCLUSIVE 

MINIATURES AND OTHER SMALL BIBELOTS 

I. THREE DeEcoraTIVE Paintep ENAMEL Boxes 

Jewel box with chased bronze doré borders enclosing painted enamel 

plaques, the cover inset with a watch; circular ormolu box with enamel 

, seen bust portrait of Cleopatra; and a Canton pink enamel cigarette box. 
Ser y™ [Lot.] (August) Widths, 4 to 434 inches 

2. THREE Ivory MINIATURE PorTRAITS 

_ George Washington, after Gilbert Stuart; Frederick the Great, signed 

y, | #@ Graff; and girl with spaniel, in the manner of Peters. Framed. (August) 

aan Heights, 3%4 to 334 inches 

3. EIGHT VIENNESE PAINTED ENAMEL MytTHOoLocicaL MINIATURES 

Depicting Diana with her nymphs, the Toilet of Venus, etc.; beaded 

bronze frames. “Together with a bronze doré group of putto with 

bo -. gin, (LAGI) (eee Wading trea inche: 

4. EicHt Ivory MINIATURE PAINTINGS 

Lady Hamilton with dog, after Gainsborough; Assumption of the Virgin, 
_ after Murillo; three bust portraits of ladies; and three others. Decora- 

Ly) 1g tive bronze doré and tortoise-shell frames, some inset with gems. [ Lot. ] 
i ~ (August) 

5. AJOURE SiLveR Bouporr CLocK Louis XV Style 

Small drum clock set in rococo case, on ajouré latticed base; finial figure 

Cr i of Cupid. Substandard. (August) Height, 734 inches 
ger 

6. Stx DercoraTIVE PorRCELAIN AND ENAMEL PLAQUES 
Three olive-glazed porcelain bas-reliefs with mythological figures; Berlin 

we royal blue and gold porcelain plaque with painted head of a girl; and 
- : i a pair of bas-reliefs with female figures. [Lot.] (August) 

7) Heights, 7% to 1234 inches 
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KINDLY READ CONDITIONS OF SALE IN FOREPART OF CATALOGUE 

Five MINIATURE PAINTINGS 

Set of four on ivory depicting voluptuous nude nymphs, in bronze doré 

frames; and the Lute Player, by E. Crosnier after Ballavoine; framed. 

[Lot.] (August) Heights, 3% to 5% inches 

. TWELVE FRENCH AND JAPANESE DECORATIVE ENAMEL VASES 

Including a flaring cinquefoil beaker, a pair of vases painted with 

eighteenth century beauties, and eight other assorted specimens; and a 

cloisonné enamel vase with waterfowl amid reeds and flowers. [Lot. | 

(August) 

. NINE CARVED AND DECORATED IvorY ORNAMENTS 

Japanese tusk vase with green and red lacquer floral decoration; Chinese 

tusk section with carved genre cartouches; mountain ornament; pair of 

napkin rings, glove stretcher, box, and tube; and statuette of a singer 

standing on a wood keg. [Lot.] (August) 

FivE DEcoRATIVE MINIATURES 
Mostly French; in ormolu frames. One in Viennese enamel, and one 

set with brilliants. [ Lot. ] 

VIENNESE ENAMEL, GILDED SILVER AND Lapis LAZULI SMALL CLOCK 
Circa 1840 

In the form of a pavilion, with two amors holding flowers; richly 
enameled and jeweled. ‘Together with an East Indian carved horn fan. 

[ Lot. ] 

FivE DECORATIVE BIBELOTS AND OBJECTS 

Porcelain trinket box; two Japanese carved ivory figurines; a French 
painted enamel miniature; and a miniature in ebonized frame. [Lot.] 

(Chamberlain) 

TABLE GLASS 

BristoL ErcHED RusBy GLass LIQUEUR SERVICE Circa 1830 

Comprising decanter, seven liqueur glasses, and round tray; etched with 

foliations. Together with a decorated black lacquer tea caddy of the 

period. [Lot.] 

. ENGRAVED GLASS “TABLE SERVICE 

Comprising twelve goblets, thirteen champagnes, eleven cocktails, and 
eleven ports; cut with floral medallions and sprigs, diamanté-knopped 

stem. With a tazza of slightly differing design. [Lot.] (August) 

2; 



BIRS TSS sil ON FRIDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 25TH 

15. Lot oF BOHEMIAN ErcHep Ruspy Gtiass TABLE WARE 

Comprising a matched set of a spirit bottle, six liqueurs, pair of sweet- 

meat jars with covers, and five tumblers, finely etched with rococo 

trellis cartouches, turrets, animals and birds; pair of decanters etched 

ip a with grapevines, and a footed bowl with leaf sprays. [Lot.] (August) 

16. PalRPOINT ENGRAVED GLAss TABLE SERVICE 

Comprising twenty-four iced tea glasses, twelve tumblers, pitcher and 

tray, and a flower vase. Engraved with bead festoons joining triple 

Jf chrysanthemum clusters with long floral pendants. Together with six 

bubble glass highballs amusingly enameled with animals. [Lot.] 

CAPO DI MONTE, PARIS, DRESDEN, COPELAND 

AND OTHER TABLE PORCELAINS AND FIGURINES 

17. TWELVE SMALL DecorATIVE PorCELAIN AND GLASS ORNAMENTS 

g Royal Doulton gros bleu and gold two-handled urn; two Austrian green, 

as and red and gold urns on plinths; and six other cabinet vases. T'wo gold- 

decorated green and blue glass perfume bottles, and a miniature cut 

glass jar. [Lot.] (August) 

18. SEVEN DECORATIVE PoRCELAIN FIGURINES 

Set of four youthful vendors of fruit, vegetables and rabbits; cherub 

Jeriolin player and dancer; and a Capo di Monte infant Pierrot in gold 

FY “lace costume. [Lot.] (August) Heights, 2 to 33% inches 

19. Five DecoraTIVE PoRCELAIN ORNAMENTS 

Volkstedt green, white and buff krater urn with putto supporter; two 

Dresden figures of female fruit vendors with baskets; and a pair of 

3 /g female bust figures on ajouré bronze bases. [Lot.] (August) 

“> Heights, 534 to 6% inches 

20. FOURTEEN LimocEs GREEN AND GOLD PorcELAIN DEssERT PLATES 

With medallion in white centre; jade green border with tooled gold edge. 

Jo ee) 
Diameter, 8% inches 

21. Five DRESDEN AND BOHEMIAN PORCELAIN STATUETTES 

Youthful flute player and dancer; lady in lace-trimmed dress; another in 

décolleté dress; and Bohemian statuette of a lady. (August) 

A/ ea Heights, 434 to 6% inches 



KINDLY READ CONDITIONS OF SALE IN FOREPART OF CATALOGUE 

22. Six COPELAND SPODE PORCELAIN SERVICE PLATES 
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Decorated with flowers and birds in old Chelsea pattern. (Chamberlain) 
Diameter, 10% inches 

Six Capo DI MONTE AND DRESDEN PORCELAIN STATUETTES 
Set of four female figures symbolizing the Four Seasons; and a pair of 

semi-draped female figures emblematic of Virtue and Innocence. One 

repaired. (August) Heights, 7% to 10% inches 

THREE Capo DI MontTE PoRCELAIN ORNAMENTS 

A richly modeled Greek helmet; a triptych depicting an old Paris street 
scene; and a trinket box. [Lot.] 

. Four DRESDEN PORCELAIN AND BISQUE FIGURINES 

Lady in white and gold ball dress with fan; ballet dancer in sprigged 
lace skirt; and a pair of bisque figures of ram and ewe. [Lot.] (August) 

. SEVENTEEN CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE 

PoRCELAIN ‘FITZHUGH’ PLATES 

Large plate, decorated in cobalt blue in a white ground with Shou 
medallion, emblems, and flowers. Diameter, 10 inches 

. Two Pairs STAFFORDSHIRE GROUPS 

One depicting a Highlander and lady, flanking a fountain with carafes; 
the others a huntsman with his dog, and Little Red Riding Hood with 
the wolf. Heights, 10 to 11 inches 

Pair BERLIN Lapis BLUE AND GOLD PoRCELAIN Crocus Ports 

Decorated with medallions of figures in the style of Bartolozzi, in a 

lapis blue ground with gilded borders. Height, 11% inches 

Pair DRESDEN PoRCELAIN BRACKETS AND [Two GROUPS 

Dresden group of a vine-wreathed putto with lioness; nude dryad in 
sprigged green scarf; and a pair of Dresden latticed brackets with putto 

support and encrusted with flowers. [Lot.] (August) 

SIXTEEN DRESDEN DECORATED PORCELAIN DINNER PLATES, AND 

TWELVE DESSERT PLATES 
Painted with floral clusters, the dessert plates with fluted and festooned 
borders. Slight chips. [Lot.] (August) Diameters, 9% and 8% inches 

4 



FIRST SESSION FRIDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 25TH 

31. [wo Patrs OLD CANTON DeEcoRATED PORCELAIN PLATTERS 
Pair with a version of the willow pattern in blue within a flower festoon 

.. and monogrammed border; another pair with flowers and leaves in the 
7? Ae Imari taste. [Lot. ] Lengths, 9% and 12% inches 

32. TWELVE Capo pi Monte DecorAaTED PORCELAIN ECUELLES, 

WITH SAUCERS 
, ‘Two-handled cup and cover, decorated in relief with putti in a Bac- 

4 €/€4— chanalian festival, in bright colors; yellow and gold cauliflower finial. 
(August) 

[See illustration of two | 

33. Capo pit MontTE DECORATED PoRCELAIN SERVICE 

Comprising twelve teacups- and saucers, and twelve demitasses and 

saucers. Decoration somewhat similar to the preceding, with nymphs and 

VAY; _~putti in landscape; twisted green and gold handles. [Lot.] (August) 

[See illustration of three ] 

34. DRESDEN DECORATED YELLOW PoRCELAIN TEA SERVICE 
Comprising a globular teapot, fourteen quatrefoil cups, twelve saucers, 

foo and twelve cake plates. Painted with figures of lovers in landscape, and 
yellow floral panels, separated by white and gold bands. [Lot.] (August) 

[See illustration of two] 

[34] [34] [35] less [35] 

AT TOP: NUMBERS 32-33-33-33-32 

| 



KIN DEY READ) CONDITIONS OF SAL EIN FORERPART OF CALALOGUE 

See 

35. AUSTRIAN DECORATED YELLOW PORCELAIN CABARET 

Comprising coffee pot, covered sugar bowl, cream jug, three cups and 

saucers, and a circular tray. Decoration very similar to the preceding, 

the pot with shipping scenes; spout repairs. [Lot.] (August) 27% 
yy [See illustration of part ] 

36. SERVICE OF DRESDEN DECORATED TABLE PORCELAIN 

Comprising twelve place plates, with decoration similar to the preced- 

ing; thirteen dessert plates and six tall chocolate cups with high saucers, 

Ves ae in assorted colors. [Lot.] (August) 

[See illustration of one] 

37. I WELVE Capo pI MONTE PORCELAIN SERVICE PLATES | 
Gilded centre with painted floral cluster, surrounded by wave scrolls; 

Ie ~ border molded with pairs of sportive amors in colors, with gilded rim. 

Os te (August) Diameter, 12% inches 
[See illustration of one | 

[NUMBER 36 | [NUMBER 37 | 

38. TWELVE Capo v1 Monte PorceLaIn Dessert PLATES 
Design very similar to the preceding, ungilded; molded border of Lorelei, 

10 ~~ Venus, mermaids, and other figures. (August) Diameter, 87% inches 
é oe 

[llustration of number 35, on preceding page 

6 



FIRST SESSION FRIDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 25TH 

39. Parr DERBY PorRcELAIN MONKEY Groups 
Caricatures of the Arts. A turbaned monkey sculpturing a bust, another 

o ws painting a landscape. Height, about 7 inches 

Fl 

40. Limoces HAND-PAINTED PoRCELAIN FISH SERVICE 
Comprising twelve plates, sauce boat with stand, and an oval platter. 

Painted with fish in a marine landscape; shell-fluted and scalloped white 
5 /-- and gold border. [Lot.] (August) Length of platter, 23% inches 

41. VigeUxX Paris DECORATED PorCcELAIN DINNER SERVICE 

Comprising an octagonal soup tureen and cover; pair octagonal entree 

dishes and covers; sauce tureen and cover; sauceboat and stand; pair low 

compotes; pair small oblong dishes; seven platters graduated in size; 

F twenty-three entree plates; fourteen soup plates; seven dessert plates; 

200 seven small plates; set of egg cups on stand. Painted with posies of 
flowers and leaves in a white ground with apricot border gilded with leaf 
sprays. [Lot.] (N. Y. Private Collector) 

[See illustration of part] 

[NUMBER 41 ] 

7 



KINDLY READ: CONDITIONS OF SALE’ IN FOREPART OF CATALOGUE 
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Vieux Paris DECORATED PORCELAIN DINNER SERVICE 

Matching the preceding. Comprising oblong soup tureen with cover; 

entree dish and cover; sauce boat and stand; sauce tureen and cover; 
pair low compotes; eight graduated platters; twelve soup plates; twenty- 

three entree plates; seven small plates; seven dessert plates. [Lot.] 

(N. Y. Private Collector) 

. ELEVEN Crown DERBY DECORATED PORCELAIN PLATES 

Shaped plate, the centre with an armorial crest and motto: Pax in Bello. 
[ Lot. | Diameter, 934 inches 

. Pain STAFFORDSHIRE POLYCHROME FIGURES OF Docs 

Terrier dogs seated on their haunches, wearing straw hat and bonnet. 
Heights, 13 and 14 inches 

. OLD CANTON DECORATED PORCELAIN PUNCH BOWL 

Richly decorated in colors and gold with panels of Chinese figures in 

pavilions, alternating with panels of flowers. Diameter, 15 inches 

MPAIR STAFFORDSHIRE -EISCOVSE TED PORCELAIN BEAKER VASES 

Oriental Lowestoft Style 
Decorared with groups of Chinese figures and pavilions in shaped reserves 
in rouge de fer and gold diaper pattern ground. Height, 12 inches 

Pair WepGwoop BLUE AND WHITE JASPER VASES, A CANDLESTICK, 

AND A PEN TRAY 

Small urn on circular plinth, decorated with putti in white relief. Cham- 
ber candlestick and a small oblong tray, similar. One piece repaired. 

[Lot.] (Norcross) 

. SET OF TWELVE VIEUX Paris DESSERT PLATES AND 

Two CoMPortTIERS 
With white centre, apricot and. gold border, in a pleasing Empire de- 

sign. By Edouard Honoré, Paris. Diameter, 8% inches 

. Parr ViEUX Paris EMPIRE PORCELAIN ‘COMPOTIERS 

Formed of three bisque figures of winged caryatids supporting a basket 

pattern bowl, and standing on a gilded stepped circular plinth. 

Height, 17 inches 



FIRST SESSION FRIDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 25TH 

50. SET OF TWELVE DecoraTED PorcELAIN SERVICE PLATES 

Crown Derby Style 
Finely decorated in rouge de fer, blue, and gold, with flowers and leaves 

./ in the Oriental taste. [Lot.] Diameter, 9% inches 

51. Lor or DrespEN DecoratepD TABLE PoRCELAINS 

Comprising eleven quatrefoil teacups and twelve saucers, twelve demi- 
tasses and saucers, eight bread-and-butter plates, and twelve berry plates. 
With floral decoration in colors, and gilded ornament. One repaired. 

tf [Lot.] (August) 

52. Lot oF DecoraTIvE TABLE PorRCELAINS 

Set of eighteen Dresden place cards; cigarette holder on tray base; open- 

work sweetmeat dish; cartouche-shaped stamp box; four playing card 
25 , counters; Wedgwood blue and white jasper box; and four miniature 

"4 ¢é fiourines. [Lot.] (August) 

vA 

SILVER AND SILVER-PLATED WARE 

53. EIGHT CONTINENTAL SILVER Toys 

‘Two Dutch silver windmills, a leaf-shaped tripod patch box, nef, cupid 

chariot, French silver swing, canapé, and a two-handled covered urn. 

Together with a Viennese gilded bronze and enamel chair, and another o 

Fg piece. [Lot.] (August) 

54. [TWENTY-EIGHT SILVER AND ENAMEL SPOONS 

‘Twelve Russian spoons with arabesque design in colors; twelve in sterling 
a silver enriched with lapis blue enamel; four in translucent enamel. To- 

KF. “~ gether with a small tray with intricate arabesque pattern in colors. 
[Lot.] (August) 

55. CHASED STERLING SILVER SERVICE OF FLATWARE 

The Stieff Co., Baltimore 

Comprising twelve each of bouillon spoons, salad forks, grape-fruit 
> me Spoons, teaspoons, coffee spoons, steel-bladed dinner knives, forks, berry 

4 Spoons, butter spreaders, demitasse spoons, ice cream forks; sixteen as- 

sorted serving implements and a crumb set. Richly chased with rose 

pattern, and initialed a. Some servers of slightly differing design. -[ Lot. ] 

(August) 



KINDLY READ CONDITIONS OF SALE IN FOREPART OF CATALOGUE 
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. Lot oF STERLING SILVER TABLE WARE 

Set of two chased pepper shakers and two salts with spoons; three-piece 

carving set, seven assorted servers, and five spirit decanter labels. Some 

monogrammed. [Lot.] (dAugust) 

. Stx DECORATIVE SILVER TABLE ARTICLES 

English silver sauce boat, sugar scuttle with pearl-handled scoop, pair of 

pyriform muffineers, heart-shaped shell dish, and a Tiffany bud vase. 
Some monogrammed. [Lot.] (August) 

. Four ENGLISH AND CONTINENTAL SILVER [TABLE ARTICLES 

Octagonal bowl engraved with allegorical figures; flat-chased tumbler 
inset with Prussian silver coins; Louis XV repoussé silver sauce boat 

with griffin handle; and a repoussé mug. [Lot.] (August) 

. SEVEN DECORATIVE SILVER [ABLE ARTICLES 

Pair of oyster shell sweetmeat bowls; repoussé porringer, toilet jar, 
~ powder box with silver-mounted puff, and octofoil bowl with four dragon- 

scroll supports; and a small nut dish. [Lot.] (dugust) 

. TWELVE STERLING SILVER FRUIT PLATES 

Bailey, Banks && Biddle Co., Philadelphia 

Pierced border molded with interlacing branches of iris. (August) 

Diameter, 734 inches 

‘THREE STERLING SILVER TABLE ARTICLES 
Tiffany wire-pattern fruit bowl with border of con ee vines en- 
graved coin silver circular tray; and butter dish with shell-scrolled sup- 
ports and cow finial. [Lot.] (August) 

Diameter of bowl, 11 inches; of tray, 10 inches 

STERLING SILVER CHOCOLATE Pot Black, Starr &@ Frost, New York 

Tapering cylindrical pot of plain silver, with hinged cover, and ebony 
peg handle. (August) Height, 8% inches 

. STERLING SILVER SPIRIT FLask, COCKTAIL SHAKER AND ICE BOWL 

Two-pint flask and tapering cylindrical shaker in plain silver; glass bowl 

mounted in silver frame. [Lot.] (August) 

IO 



HIRST SESSION FRIDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 25TH 

ESSE 

[NUMBER 64 | 

64. REPOUSSE SILVER TEA AND CoFFEE SERVICE London, 1852 and 1865 
Comprising a pear-shaped coffee pot by E. & J. Barnard, 1852, and 

he « teapot, two-handled sugar bowl and cream jug, to match. Lobed bodies 
1 @¢ ™ repoussé with floral pendants and rococo scrolls; leaved handles. [ Lot. ] 

[See illustration ] 

65. SIX STERLING SILVER TABLE ARTICLES 

, English silver two-handled sugar bowl and tripod creamer; three small 

éo- salvers with beaded rims; and a christening cup. [Lot.] (August) 

66. STERLING SILVER PITCHER AND ‘Iwo VaAsSEs 
ay The Gorham Co., New York 

ra _#e Pitcher with chased design of chrysanthemum, peony and iris branches 
~ ™ enhanced with colored enamels; valanced vase repoussé with vertical 

scrolls; and tall spiraled octagonal vase on foot, monogrammed. [ Lot. ] 
(August) Heights, 7, 10 and 1434 inches 

TT 



KINDLY READ CONDITIONS OF SALE IN FOREPART OF CATALOGUE 
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Five STERLING SILVER TABLE ARTICLES 

Pair Crichton sweetmeat baskets with lattice-pierced border festooned 

with drapery; oval bread tray; Gorham butter dish with cover; and a 

sauce boat with gadroon ornament. Some monogrammed. [Lot.] 
(August) 

. THREE STERLING SILVER BOWLS 

Two-handled lobed oval fruit bowl with ajouré lattice border; round 
* bowl with richly molded border of roses; and a valanced sweetmeat bowl 

ajouré with trellis cartouches and foliations. Monogrammed. [Lot.] 
(August) Widths, 7% to 14% inches 

. THREE SILVER-MOUNTED GLASS DECANTERS AND A SWEETMEAT BowL 

Pinched spirit bottle mounted in ajouré English silver; emerald glass 
and silver deposit liqueur jug; etched and paneled glass decanter; and 

a small bowl on silver support. [Lot.] (August) 

. STERLING SILVER FLOWER BOWL Tiffany & Co., New York 

Bell-shaped bowl of fine plain silver. (August) Diameter, 9 inches 

. PAIR SILVER-PLATED CHop DISHES, AND A MuFFIN DiIsH 

Gadrooned round dish with hot water compartment and liner, the cover 

with engraved cartouche initialed A, and melon finial; shell- lobed oe 
dish in trestle frame. [Lot. ] (Ange) 

Diameter of chop dish, 11 inches 

. CHASED SILVER [WoO-HANDLED Hot WaTER URN WITH STAND 

George Sharp, Philadelphia 

Bulbous pear-shaped urn with beaded cover and angular handles; chased 

with foliations on granulated bands; upon the spigot a finial figure of a 
girl with goblet; on four-legged stand with spirit burner. Initialed H. 
(August) Total height, 17 inches 

. Parr SitveR Four-LIGHT CANDELABRA 

Thos. Bradbury & Sons, Sheffield, 1900 

Knopped shaft on lobed foot, with three leaf-scrolled twisted arms and 

central bobéche; molded with foliations and rocaille motives. (August) 
Height, 22 inches 

SILVER-PLATED [TREFOIL CHAFING DISH WITH COVER 

With compartmented liner and baluster handle. (August) 
Length, 17 inches 

12 
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75. FRENCH SILVER FRuIT BOWL, AND A SILVER-PLATED HUMIDOR 

Oval latticed bowl repoussé with a romantic pastorale; cedar-lined silver- 
plated box chased with rococo foliations. Together with a glass-lined 
cigarette box and a decorative frame. [Lot.] (August) 

AH Se 

76. SILVER-PLATED 'WO-HANDLED TEA ‘TRAY 
Engraved oblong tray with molded border of grapevines, and two leaf- 

Pg scrolled handles. (August) Length, 3134 inches 

O~ 

77, PAIR SILVER-PLATED [‘(WO-HANDLED VASE LAMPS, AND Pair VASES 

Vases elaborately molded with angel groups, putti and other Renaissance 

ornament, on four scrolled mascaron supports; fitted for electricity, with 

be _. damask shades. Pair of tall repoussé hexagonal vases. [Lot.] (August) 
Heights, 33% and 23% inches 

78. FIVE CHASED SILVER ARTICLES 
Comprising two soup ladles; two small oblong trays; and a shaped mug. 

Ef, ye Some pieces inscribed and monogrammed. [Lot.] (Chamberlain) 
J e Wes, 

79. Iwo SILVER-PLATED PLATTERS 

Oval platter with gadrooned rim in the Georgian taste; and Reed and 
J? #@ Barton well-and-tree platter with hammered border, monogrammed. 
f * [Lot.] (August) - Lengths 20 and 18 inches 

80. Five DrcorATIVE SHEFFIELD AND SILVER-PLATED "TABLE ARTICLES 
Covered vegetable dish with molded grapevine border; salver with scrolled 
and reeded rim; pair of Georgian Sheffield plate gadrooned coasters; 

and engraved oval humidor with affixed stand. [Lot.] (August) 
Aah i 

81. Lot oF SILVER-PLATED TABLE ARTICLES 

A chased circular salver on four feet; a vegetable dish and cover; a 

20 #e~cake basket; and a chased sauce boat. Some pieces monogrammed. [Lot.] 

(Chamberlain) 

13 



KINDLY “READ CONDITIONS OF SALEVIN FOREPARYT OF “CATALOGUE 

2: 

85. 

86. 

PACES, TEX GILESSANDFHANGINGS 

CROCHETED LACE ‘TABLECLOTH 

Developing a pattern of wheellike floral medallions forming a trellis, 

joined by small rectangles. Length, 3 yards 3 inches; width, 2 yards 

. EMBROIDERED AND DrRAWNWORK LINEN LUNCHEON CLOTH 

AND TWELVE NAPKINS 

With drawnwork floral medallions and embroidered cartouches depicting 
figures dancing around a maypole. [Lot.] (August) 

Length of cloth, 2 yards 21 inches; width, 2 yards 

. TURKISH SILVER-EMBROIDERED GOLDEN YELLOW VELVET COVERLET 

In heavy plush velvet, tapestry-worked in silver and colored silks with 
a medallion and border of pomegranates and melons, encircled by scroll- 

ing leafage. (August) Length, 8 feet 5 inches; width, § feet 6 inches 

SUMPTUOUSLY EMBROIDERED BALDACCHINO HANGING 

Florentine, Early XVII Century 

The centre panel presenting a design of baroque ornament consisting of 

foliage volutes, human masks, and cartouches executed in crimson silk 

laidwork embroidery; framed in a wide border filled with magnificent 
foliage, fruits, and flowers in colored silk and bullion embroidery. 
Mounted on a foundation of crimson velvet of somewhat later date. 

Height, 12 feet 2 inches; width, 7 feet 4 inches 

Pairk Purple DAMASK AND Drap D’OR APPLIQUE 
EMBROIDERY HANGINGS Portuguese Baroque 

Appliqué in glittering cloth of gold on a purple silk damask ground to 
a voided design of huge leaf palmettes supporting pairs of pointed leaves 

and pomegranates. Length, 10 feet 2 inches; width, 3 feet 6 inches 

. THREE Pairs GREEN CuT VELoURS WINDOW HANGINGS 

Interlined, and variously lined with green and amber sateen. [ Lot. | 
(Lewis Estate) Length, 7 feet; width, 4 feet 

. THREE Patrs GREEN SILK VELOURS WINDOW HANGINGS 

Interlined, and variously lined and enriched with appliqué bullion em- 

broidery in the Louis XIII style. [Lot.] (Lewis Estate) 
Height, 6 feet 9 inches; width, 4 feet 9 inches 

Height, 7 feet; width, 39 inches 

Four Pairs OLIvE GREEN BROCATELLE WINDOW HANGINGS 

Lined with green and white sateen. [Lot.] (Lewis Estate) 
Height, 7 feet 2 inches; lengths, © feet and 8 feet 

14 
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go. Pair BLUE AND Ivory SILK Lampas WINDow HANGINGS, AND 

Four CHAIR SEATS 

Patterned with flower festoons and jardinieres, in the Georgian taste. 

De [Lot.] (Norcross) 

Hangings: Length, 6 feet 2 inches; width, 22% inches 

gt. THREE Parrs Winpow HancINcs 

‘Two pairs in old gold plush velvet; and a pair in celadon silk rep with 

‘ge, White ajouré border and matching valance. With two bullion bell 
Ad ropes. [Lot.] (August) 

Length, 7 feet 6 inches; widths, 47 and 52 inches 

92. FivE DECORATIVE ANTIQUE TEXTILES XVII-XVIII Century 
Mostly Spanish, including a green silk brocade and drap d’or chasuble; 

«flowered white silk brocade chasuble with gold lace galloon; a silk- 
7? Mee odcred drap dor and d'argent hanging with silver galloon; a drap 

d or hanging with rich floral design in silver and embroidery, with gold 
galloon; and a gold-embroidered crimson velvet table runner. [ Lot. ] 

PAINTINGS 

93. BAVARIAN GENRE SCENES: Two PAINTINGS 

C. Ostersetzer, German: fl. 1875 
_ geze. Rustic interiors, one with a Bavarian couple dancing, the other, a post- 

sf” man bringing a letter. Signed and dated Munchen ’76. 
Panel: Height, 10% inches; width, 8 inches 

Q3A. VENETIAN CANAL SCENE Rubens Santoro, Italian: b.1843 

Intersecting canals, bordered by palaces and a garden, with an arched 
Z bridge in the distance; ladies land from a gondola upon the grassy quay 

30- at right. Signed. (Lewis Estate) 

Panel: Height, 13 inches; width, 9% inches 

94. River LanpscaPEs: “Two PAINTINGS 

Broad river with cattle wading, and figures on the bank, by Wm. M. 

Hart, N.A., signed and dated ’72; and the rapids of a stream, with 

Jd «= mountains in the distance, by Jarvis McEntee, N.A., signed with mono- 

eram. [Lot.] (EF. M. Bratter, Attorney) 

95. MooNLIGHT Elliott Daingerfield, N.A., American: 1859-1932 

Vin. A full moon rising above a dark horizon and lighting the rapids of a 
stream, with a fisherman casting from a boulder at right. Signed. 

(E. M. Bratter, Attorney) Height, 8% inches; length, 11% inches 

15 



KINDLY READ CONDITIONS OF SALE IN FOREPART OF CATALOGUE 

95A. SHEEP Thos. Sidney Cooper, R.A., British: 1803-1902 
Five sheep, one standing, upon a grassy slope; before a distant expanse of 

, f e pasturelands, storm clouds gathering in the sky. Signed. (Lewis Estate) 

f»¥Y On board: Height, 10 inches; length, 14 inches 

96. MounTAIN LANDSCAPE George Inness, N.A., American: 1825-1894 

A Sloping green foreground overlooking fruit trees and a valley enclosed 
Ly #,.« by high mountains in the distance. Signed. (EH. M. Bratter, Attorney) 

Height, 12 inches; length, 18% inches 

97. AFTER THE STORM J. Francis Murphy, N.A., American: 1853-1921 

A patch of sunlight falling upon a narrow stream winding through a 

US fe broad green meadow which two figures are crossing; the spire of a 

ee church stands out on a distant hill. Signed. (EK. M. Bratter, Attorney) 

Height, 12 inches; length 18 inches 

Collection of Newman E. Montross, New York, 1933 

97A. PoRTRAIT OF A GIRL IN LEGHORN Hat 

fe George L. Seymour, British: fl. 1875 
J y) ~  Bust-length figure to the left, the face turned toward the observer; wear- 

ing a diaphanous white jacket and leghorn hat with violets. (Lewis 

Estate ) Height, 17% inches; width, 1134 inches 

98. River LANDSCAPE: EVENING 

tO George Inness, N.A., American: 1825-1894 

4 FG Mellow light of evening on a winding river, with a boy in red blouse 
rowing near a wooded shore; cows wading in the foreground. As 

exhibited. Height, 16 inches; length, 24 inches 

99. Happy Hours | William H. Lippincott, N.A., American: 1849-1920 

Z 4 ,p@ An interior with a little girl at an upright piano, and two children on 

re the floor playing with kittens about a plate of milk. Signed, and dated 
1884. Panel: Height, 1534 inches; length, 20 inches 

100. T'wo DEcORATIVE PAINTINGS 
a Head and shoulders figure of a young girl before a yellow ground, signed 

/ &©  G. Costa; and Italian peasant mother nursing her child, by Edwin 

Long, R.A., and dated 1864. (August) 

IOI. VENICE Antonio Reyna, Spanish: fl. 1911 

, / wwe Niew of Venice with the S, Maria della Salute at the right; two bragazzi 
Ml with colored sails moored at the left. Signed. 

Height, 1334 inches; length, 29% inches 

16 
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[NUMBER 102] 

102. INDIAN GUARDSMAN Rodolphe Ernst, Austrian: b.1854 

Interior of a palace, with the colorful figure of an Indian in a kalemkari, 

holding a sword and leaning against a recumbent Bengal tiger. Signed. 
Soo Cradled panel: Height, 16 inches; length, 24 inches 

a 

[See illustration ] 

103. SHEEP IN PASTURE Edward Gay, N.A., American: 1837-1928 
A flock of sheep by a group of fruit trees in blossom, before a wide 

Pil expanse of meadowland with grazing cattle. Signed. 

Height, 17 inches; length, 27% inches 

103A. SNOW SCENE Charles Foster, American: 1850-1931 

Snow-covered fields enclosed in the middle distance by low woods, and 
4% bounded by a fence bordered by two bare trees. Sunset sky. Signed. 

is (Lewis Estate) Height, 29 inches; width, 22 inches 

17 

104. Circus TROUPE Vincente de Paredes, Spanish: fl. 1900 
Interior of a circus tent with a girl on a white horse at the left, a clown 

fo _ and ballerina before a mirror at right, and two jongleurs. Signed. eal Height, 26% inches; length, 36% inches 

17 ; 
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SHADOWS Wm. Merritt Chase, N.A., American: 1849-1916 
View of a grassy plot, bordered in the middle distance by the smoking 
chimneys of a manufacturing town, the foreground in shadow. Signed. 

(E. M. Bratter, Attorney) Height, 19% inches; length, 24% inches 

Collection of John J. Campbell, New York, 1935 

VENICE J. Salt, British: XIX Century 

Depicting feluccas and a gondola on a canal in the dawn light. Signed. 
(August) Height, 18% inches; length, 32 inches 

. Views OF AMALFI: Two PAINTINGS 

Franz Richard Unterberger, Swiss: fl. 1875 

‘Terraces with figures of women in native costume, and the monastery 
with a monk seated in the foreground; overlooking the blue Mediter- 

ranean at the right. Both signed. 

Height, 32% inches; width, 28 inches 

. A REPAST Hendrik Valkenburg, Dutch: 1826-1896 

Seven figures of peasants seated around a table in a high beamed spacious 

interior; a basket with vegetables scattered over the floor at left. Signed. 
Height, 25 inches; length, 33 inches 

. Near Kincston, New York: WINTER EVENING 

Walter Koeniger, American: 6.1881 

Snow-covered bare country traversed by a river reflecting a turquoise 
sky, with farm buildings on the farther shore. Signed, and dated ’15. 

Height, 29% inches; length, 35% inches 

DECORATIVE LANDSCAPE PAINTING 

English rustic scene with cottages, cows wading in a stream, and a man 

punting a skiff. (August) Height, 44% inches; width, 35 inches 

. THE HELPER Georges Jean Haquette, French: 1854-1906 

A fishing dory with a fisherman pulling at an oar, and a child in a blue 
frock reaching to help; blue sea with sailing vessels beyond. Signed. 

Height, 21% inches; length, 29 inches 

GRANDMOTHER’S BIRTHDAY Lanfant de Metz, French: 1814-1892 
Depicting six children each bearing gifts to a cottage door, the grand- 

mother seen within with a distaff. Vista of blue sea at left. Signed. 
Height, 25% inches; length, 32 inches 

18 
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Lit 

ZO - 

114. 

wx seated figures of Boddhisattvas, probably Ming. 

CLEOPATRA After Guido Reni 
‘Three-quarter figure in loose brown and white draperies, applying the 

asp to her breast. (August) 

Height, 48 inches; width, 38 inches 

Frou Frou George Jules Clairin, French: 1843-1919 

White tulle ruffles, silks, and bows, assisting histrionic ability; depicted 
eat full-length before a paneled interior. Signed. 

Height, 59% inches; width, 35% inches 

. THREE SMALL DECORATIVE PAINTINGS 

Interior with figure of a lady reading, signed L. Bayler; nude reclining, 

signed M. Mousset; and Venus and cupids, in the manner of William 

Bitty RAY Lot.) Ceagust) 

. THREE DECORATIVE PICTURES 

Ruth the Gleaner, painting on porcelain signed Ch. Landelle; Kermesse, 

watercolor after David Teniers the Younger; and a small Italian 
mosaic picture of a peasant woman. [Lot.] (August) 

FRENCH FURNITURE AND DECORATIONS 

. MEZZOTINT PRINTED IN COLORS 

T. Hamilton Crawford, after Gainsborough 

Blue Boy. Large folio, signed artist’s proof; brilliant impression. 

Framed. 

. SMALL MARBLE AND BRONZE INKSTAND, AND A SILVER [EAPOT 

Inkstand in Louis XVI style, embellished with amor figurine. Small 
“@ silver teapot by Ball, Tompkins & Black, New York; the latter mono- 

~ grammed. [Lot.] (Chamberlain) 

_Four TIBETAN AND CHINESE BRONZE BUDDHISTIC STATUETTES 

Gilded bronze figure of Buddha and of Kuan Yin. Two dark bronze 

Heights, 7 and 9 inches 

120. CARVED SoocHOW GREEN JADE STATUETTE OF KUAN YIN 

ee Holding a flywhisk and peach; in mottled ‘soft’ green jade. Foot imper- 

Q “fect. Has stand. (August) Height, 13 inches 

Eg 
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DRESDEN PorcELAIN MusicaL Group Mountep as Lamp 

Louis XVI Style 
Orchestral group of four figures in eighteenth century costumes, with 

piano, violin and ’cello; on white and gold fluted base. Fitted for elec- 

tricity, with silk shade. (August) Height, 26 inches 

. BRONZE GROUP Henri Pernot, French: XIX Century 
La Maternelle. A semi-draped young mother embracing her infant 

child, seated upon a rock. Signed PERNOT, and with stamp of the 

fondeur. (Chamberlain) FHleight, 18 inches 

. STATUARY MARBLE AND BRONZE Dore CLOCK GARNITURE 

Louis XVI Style 
Festooned drum clock by Caldwell &£ Co., set in portico with urn finials; 

and pair of four-light putto candelabra; beaded plinths appliqué with 

ormolu trophies and leafage. [Lot.] (August) 

Heights, 18 and 17 inches 
[See illustration | 

Two DecoraTIvE PoRCELAIN LAMPS AND AN URN 

Decorated gros bleu and gold ovoid vase, and figure of a lady in lace 

dress, with a parrot; fitted for electricity, with shades; and a covered 

urn painted with nymph and amors, mounted in bronze doré. [Lot.] 
(August) Heights, 16 to 28% inches 

Parr SCULPTURED WHITE MarBLE STATUETTES 

French, XIX Century 

Winged amors emblematic of music. (Chamberlain) 
Height, 15 inches 

[See illustration | 

DRESDEN DECORATED PORCELAIN URN, MountTep as LAMP 

Bulbous vase painted with a group of backgammon players, and of lovers 

surprised; base repaired. Encrusted with clusters of flowers with two 

seated female figures. Fitted for electricity, with silk shade. (August) 
Height, 37 inches 

Empire Bronze Dorkt CLock Circa 1810 
Formed as a figure of a shepherdess, her hand clasping a tree trunk 
bearing a felicitous legend. Dial inscribed: CHASTE, A AMSTERDAM. 

Height, 19 inches 

Illustration of number 123, facing page 38; of number 125, facing page 87 

20 
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128. Pair BRoNZE Doré CANDELABRA Louis XV Style 

After Meissonier, with foliated scrolled branches on shaped stem and 

Vin base; wired for six lights. Height, 24 inches 

129. STATUARY MaArBLE AND BRONZE MANTEL CLOCK, 

MountTED IN Bronze Dore Louis XVI Style 

” Incurvate marble plinth ornamented with gilded bronze vines and inset 
“tf o : 5 Se 

with clock wired for electricity; surmounted by a bronze group of a 

Bacchante and musical putto. (August) Height, 19% inches 

130. Five DEcoRATIVE FRAMED ENGRAVINGS 

. Classical figure groups and children, in stipple and colors; small folios. f, 
Ok ? °é After Bartolozzi, Cipriani, and Andere Kauffman. [Lot.] (Norcross) 

131. Parts DEcorRATED PoRCELAIN BRANCH-HANDLED VASE Circa 1850 

Painted with a nosegay of blossoms in colors, with royal blue and gold 
fy fe ‘fluted rim; two green and gold descending oak branches as handles. 

Height, 19 inches 

132. BRONZE STATUETTE OF [ERPSICHORE 

Gustave-Friederic Michel, French: XIX Century 

Voluminously draped girl wearing laurel wreath, holding an antique 
Y f* zither. Signed: G. MICHEL. Height, 35 inches 

133. DRESDEN PorcELAIN Wari Mirror ENCRUSTED WITH FLOWERS 

Cartouche-shaped mirror with elaborate rococo frame of encrusted 

foliations with perched canaries and amors, with mirror and bouquet 

a eo yes cresting. (August) Height, 53 inches; width, 36 inches 

134. BRONZE STATUETTE AND A TABLE Lamp 
Bronze statuette of Pan, signed J. SANSON, ROMA. Silver-plated vasi- 

“* form table lamp wired for two lights. [Lot.] (Wadsworth) 
Heights, 27% and 29% inches 

sg / 

135. Curt Grass aND GILDED Brass TasLe Lamp Empire Style 

Star-cut glass composite column supporting bulbous reservoir; brass 

I= “capital and paw feet. Fitted for electricity, with silk shade. (August) 
Height, 41 inches 

YI 
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NOs 

140. 

. BoOULLE BRACKET CLOCK 

. Parr GILDED BRONZE CHENETS 

. BRONZE GROUP 

BroNZE Bust or NAPOLEON R. Colombo, Italian: fl. 1885 
Wearing greatcoat and bicorn hat, on base modeled with a spread eagle. 
Signed, and dated 1885. Bréche rouge marble plinth. 

Height of bust, 22 inches 

. Two Taste Lamps 

Carved and gilded Italian baroque torchére wired for two lights. Bac- 
carat glass columnar lamp, also wired for two lights. (Wadsworth) 

Heights, 34 and 38 inches 

Louis XV Style 
Cartouche-shaped case of black lacquer inlaid with mother of pearl 
and brass, and richly mounted in gilded bronze. (Chamberlain) 

Height, 18 inches 

Louis XV Style 
Formed as figures of wild boar and stag, surmounting rocaille-scroll 
plinth. (Lewis) Height, 14 inches 

Parr Brass AND BACCARAT CrySTAL LUSTRE CANDELABRA 
Louis XVI Style 

Knopped and fluted glass shaft with steeple finial, in brass tripod frame 

with three bobéches. Lavishly hung with faceted beads and graduated 
spheres, from amethyst rosettes. Fitted for electricity. (August) 

Height, 25 inches 

. Parr DRESDEN PoRCELAIN GrRoupPS, MOUNTED as LAMPS 

Venus and Cupid, and Diana with putto, respectively, on rocaille white 

and gold base. Fitted for electricity, with shades. (August) 
Height, 24 inches 

.SeT oF Four Bronze Dort AND CrysTAL WALL SCONCES 

Louis XVI Style 

Putto with twin dolphin tail entwined with two leaved branches, and 
supporting upon his head a latticed basket of crystal fruit. Fitted for 

electricity. Together with a fan-shaped fire screen and a pair of door 

stops. [Lot.] (August) Height, about 30 inches 

After Giovanni da Bologna 

Rape of the Sabines, after the group in the Loggia dei Lanzi, Florence. 

On vert antique marble plinth inset with bronze plaque of the same 

subject. (August) Height of group, 24% inches 

22 
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. PatR PoRCELAIN Groups, Mountep as Lamps 

Each with nude figure of a nymph partly draped in a diaphanous scarf, 

and with putto, on festooned plinth. Fitted for electricity, with shades. 

~ Putto finials chipped. (August) Height, 33% inches 

. DRESDEN PORCELAIN VASE, MountTep as Lamp 

Molded with a volcano in eruption, and animals fleeing a flaming forest, 
and with two male figures, one holding a torch, the other bellows. Fitted 

for electricity, with fringed silk damask shade. Putto finial repaired. 

(August) Height, 37% inches 

. Two BRoNZE KRATER-FORM EWER ORNAMENTS 

Italian Renaissance Style 

One modeled with Tritons, Venus Anadyomene, dolphins, and putti, 

serpent-entwined handle; the other with Bacchanalian nymphs and putti, 

a satyr upon the shoulder. ‘Together with a pair of wrought iron 

S-scrolled andirons. [Lot.] (August) Height, 19% inches 

. VENETIAN TINTED GLASS CHANDELIER 

In aquamarine glass, in the form of a cluster of curving stems of blos- 
soms, tinted pink, green, yellow and lapis blue. Small repairs. (August) 

Diameter, 29 inches 

. Parr DRESDEN DECORATED PORCELAIN GUERIDONS 
Knopped column supporting a liliform top, on leaf-voluted tripod. 

Tinted in pastel shades and painted with floral nosegays, encrusted with 

blossoms, and embellished with figures of putti. (August) 
Height, 48 inches 

. TuLIpwoop MaARQUETERIE OCCASIONAL TABLE Louis XV Style 
Small heart-shaped table inlaid with foliage marquetry and rimmed in 

brass; on curved and tapered supports. (Wadsworth) 
Height, 29 inches; width, 16 inches 

150. ACAJoU AND Bronze Dort CENTRE TABLE INSET WITH 
PoRCELAIN PLAQUES Louis XVI Style 

Circular top inset with circular portrait plaque of Louis XVI, signed 

lipo -A, Grisard, surrounded by twelve bust portraits of court ladies, cap- 

tioned; on columnar and scrolled tripod support with lavish gilded bronze 

mounts. (August) Height, 33 inches; diameter, 31% inches 

23 
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BRONZE GROUP, WITH PEDESTAL 

Marius Antonin Mercié, French: b.1845 

Goria victis. Flying angel bearing off the inert nude figure of a young 
warrior grasping his broken sword. Signed. With bronze acanthus- 
molded plinth. Height of group, 36% inches; of pedestal, 40 inches 

. Louts XV CARVED AND GILDED WALL MIRROR 

Spanish, XVIII Century 

Molded rectangular frame surmounted by carved C-scrolls, flowers, and 

stalactites. (Wadsworth) Height, 45 inches; width, 35 inches 

. Mosaic-DEcORATED ‘TABLE Turkish, Early XIX Century 

Oblong top covered with plate glass, on curved supports with under- 
shelf; richly inlaid with various woods and ivory. 

Height, 28% inches; length, 31 inches 

Pair DirecTorrRE INLAID FRUITWOOD SMALL COMMODES 

Italian, Late XVIII Century 

Rectangular body with two drawers; supported on square tapered legs, 

and inlaid with light and dark woods. | 
Height, 28% inches; width, 27 inches 

RiIcHLY CARVED AND GILDED WALL Mirror Italian Rococo 

Rectangular frame intricately pierced and carved with C-scrolls and 
leafage. (Wadsworth) Height, 39 inches; width, 34 inches 

.Acajou Writinc Desk, Mountep IN Bronze Dore 

Louis XV Style 

Fitted bureau d dos d’ane with cabriole legs; mounted with bronze doré 

panels of endive scrollings. (August) 
Height, 36% inches; width, 26 inches 
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157. CARVED, LAQUE AND PARCEL-GILDED SUITE IN AUBUSSON 

We 
SILK TAPESTRY Louis XV Style 

Comprising canapé and pair fauteuils. Cartouche-back cabriole frames, 

laqué gray with carved and gilded floral ornament; covered in Aubusson 
“silk tapestry of fine quality with ivory floral cartouches in a celadon 
ground. [Lot.] (August) Length of canapé, 5 feet 3 inches 

[See illustration of fauteuils ] 

158. Two Acajou AND TuLipwoop MARQUETERIE CABINETS 

y~ 

French XVIII Century Style 

3 ge Large cabinet with single cupboard door inlaid with a basket of flowers, 
and small cupboard with frieze drawer and cupboard inlaid with flowers. 

With white tapestry marble tops, and decorative bronze doré mounts. 
[Lot.] (August) Height, 47 inches; width, 32% inches 

Height, 31 inches; width, 19 inches 
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VERNIS Martin BoMBE COMMODE, MOUNTED IN BRONZE Doré 

Louis XV Style 

Shaped commode or cabinet enclosed by two doors with drawer above; 

decorated with female figures in panels, emblematic of the seasons, and 
richly mounted in gilded bronze; figured marble top. 

Height, 44 inches; length, 46 inches 

Acajou CABINET, MOUNTED IN BRONZE Dore Empire Style 

With three cupboards elaborately mounted with Empire appliqués and 
centring an oval mirror; fleur de péche marble top. (August) 

Height, 49% inches; length, 59% inches 

. RosEwoop MARQUETERIE WorK TABLE Louis XV Style 

Small oval table decorated with floral marqueterie in light woods; gilded 
bronze gallery and mounts; three drawers. (Lewis) 

Height, 31 inches; width, 19 inches 

Pair Paris DECORATED PORCELAIN TALL COVERED URNs, 

MountTED IN Bronze Dore Sevres Style 

Ovoid urn decorated with nymphs and amors in romantic landscapes, 
signed Maxant; bleu du roi and gold neck, foot and cover, with pine- 
apple finial. Mounted in bronze doré, with trumpeting putti handles. 

(August) Height, 5 feet 7 inches 

. Louis XV INLaIp Bois DE RosE CABINET AFTER 

GUILLAUME BENEMAN French, XIX Century 

Front with two glazed doors enclosing plush-lined interior with mirror 
back. Richly mounted in gilded bronze; figured marble top. 

Height 5 feet 2 inches; width, 41 inches 

. BRONZE Bust OF BEETHOVEN, ON RICHLY MOUNTED AND 

INLAID PEDESTAL 

Life-size bust of the famous composer, on round socle; surmounting a 

Louis XV style shaped pedestal of amaranth inlaid with floral marquetry 

and richly mounted in gilded bronze. 
Height of bust, 25 inches 

Height of pedestal, 49 inches 
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FIRST SESSION FRIDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 25TH 

165. INLAID SATINWOOD AND Acajou WRITING CABINET, 

MouNTED IN BRronzE Dore Louis XVI Style 

With richly mounted fall-front enclosing small drawers; on cabriole 
supports. Top guarded with a bronze gallery. 

Height, 55 inches; width, 28 inches 

/d- 

166. INLaIp AcAyouU CoMMODE AND Dressinc TaBLE Louis XV Style 

Commode with double cupboard opening to sliding trays, the chiffonier 

similarly, and with four long drawers; cabriole legs. Yellow Siena 
marble tablets. Inlaid with parqueterie and round medallions. [Lot.] 

W/ (August) Height, 35% inches; length, 50 inches 
Ge a Height, 5 feet; width, 40 inches 

167. BRONZE GROUP, WITH PEDESTAL Georges Bareau, French: b.1866 

Nude figure of Diana drawing her bow, mounted upon the back of an 

eagle alighting upon a rock. Signed. On vert antique marble columnar 
ve pedestal. Height of group, 37% inches; of pedestal, 37 inches Fj 4 

168. SILK EMBROIDERY [THREE-FOLD SCREEN Florentine Baroque 

Composed of three panels designed with graceful flower and leaf volutes 
in a symmetrical arrangement of colors in a light ground. 

- Ay a Height, 6 feet 7 inches; width, 5 feet 7 inches 

169. CARVED AND INLAID WALNUT TRic-TRAC TaBLE Louis XV Style 

, ye With detachable top and inlaid for checkers and backgammon; two 
5? “® small drawers, leaf-carved cabriole legs. (August) 

Height, 29 inches; width, 28 inches 
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KUNDEY READE CON DIEDIONS! OSS Ab EM UNe ROR PART ORC AT AL OGLE 

[NUMBER 170] 

170. INLAID KiINGwoop WritTING DEsk WITH CLOCK, 

MounrtTeED IN Bronze Doré Louis XV Style 

Horseshoe desk fitted with small drawers and leather-covered writing 
ie, & slide, three drawers below; cabriole legs. ‘The frieze and lower drawers 

inlaid with lattice parqueterie, the whole mounted in bronze doré with 

rococo endive scrolls and putto figures supporting candle bobéches, by 

Millet. (August) Height, 56 inches; width, 42 inches 

[See illustration | 
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171. CARVED WALNUT CREDENZA Italian XVI Century Style 

With three fluted drawers above guilloche-bordered cupboard doors, 
carved with large rosette bosses and a cartouched escutcheon; gadrooned 

base, paw feet. Height, 45 inches, length, 6 feet © inches 

ZO - 

172. CARVED WALNUT CREDENZA Italian XVI Century Style 
Type of the preceding, with two drawers and cupboards between 

sheathed caryatid imbricated pilasters. 

20 = Height, 37 inches; length, 44 inches 

173. Louis XV CARVED AND GILDED WaLL Mirror 

Italian, XVIII Century 

The rectangular frame embellished on the crest and sides with carved 
baroque scrolls and foliage. (Wadsworth) 

oy Jé Height, 55 inches; width, 34 inches 

ORIENTAL RUGS 

174. BOKHARA RUG 
Woven with latchhooked lozenges and white zigzag pattern in a sang 

| de boeuf field. (August) 
oO ce Length, 4 feet 4 inches; width, 3 feet 2 inches 

175. LEKKE BoKHARA RUG 
_ Woven with three chains of particolored octagons and blue crosses, in 

a / < a dark red ground. (August) 
Length, 4 feet 5 inches; width, 3 feet 2 inches 
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KINDLY READ CONDITIONS OF SALE IN FOREPART OF CATALOGUE 

[NUMBER 176] 

176. ANTIQUE AGRA RUG 
Sky blue field bearing a design of lotus palmettes and other blossoms 

« between curling lancet leaves, flanked by two slender poles of floral 

devices; tan peony border. (N. Y. Private Collector) 
Length, 6 feet 8 inches; width, 3 feet 7 inches 

[See illustration | 
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177. NEEDLEPOINT RuG 
Woven in a blue-black ground with five chains of crimson and gray 
armorial cartouches linked by tan foliations. 

Length, 5 feet 6 inches; width, 3 feet 3 inches 

W Je 

178. ANTIQUE FEREGHAN RuG 

Téte de négre ground woven with the allover Herati trellis design, 

with particolored scarlet and sky blue leaves; narrow scarlet and sea 

green floral borders. Length, 6 feet 2 inches; width, 4 feet 2 inches oy 

179. CHARLES X AuBUSSON RUG Circa 1825 

Square fragment with tan field, woven with a diamond lattice of mauve 
blossoms centring rosettes and lozenges. 

D Length, 5 feet 5 inches; width, 5 feet 1 inch 

180. DAGHESTAN RucG 

Woven with a pole of five latchhooked diamond medallions in bright 
hd colors; rosetted ivory border with counterchanged arrowhead guards. 

(August) Length, 9 feet 1 inch; width, 3 feet 1 inch 

181. KAzAK RuG 

Woven with two square plaquettes and smaller geometrical ornaments 
a i in a sang de boeuf field; deep blue, white and lavender borders. (N. Y. 

Private Collector) Length, 8 feet 4 inches; width, 4 feet 1 inch 
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[NUMBER 182] 

182. YEzDT VASE RuG 

Woven on an old scarlet field in shades of fawn, celadon, and pale blue, 

é «with rows of floral jardinieres joined by creepers and stiff cypresses, 

within a midnight blue border of small fawn cartouches bearing flowers 

and song birds. Length, 9 feet; width, 5 feet 7 inches 

[See illustration | 
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183. VIENNESE HAND-TUFTED GREEN CARPET 

Woven en camaieu with two parallel serpentine branches flanked by 

broad panel bands of acanthus. Deep thick pile. (August) 

Length, 11 feet 2 inches; width, 6 feet 10 inches 

Ve 

184. MresHED KHORASSAN CARPET 

Woven with the allover Herati floral design in reds, blues and greens, 

in an ivory ground; crimson and green floral borders with nine guards. 

A semi-antique rug. (Rost) Length, 12 feet 10 inches; width, 10 feet 

VS = 

185. SAMARKAND POMEGRANATE CARPET 

Field showing abrash in broad bands of gray and dull olive, and woven 

with a fawn trellis of pomegranates; borders of blossoms, fret motives 

and waves. Length, 12 feet 3 inches; width, 8 feet 10 inches 

186. AUBUSSON CARPET Circa 1850 

Wine red field, woven with shaded leaf scrollings and centring a celadon 
floral cartouche; ivory frame border edged with gold, the corners with 

cartouches of roses and sprays of green oak leaves. Repaired. 

/2 on Length, 15 feet 5 inches; width, 11 feet 2 inches 
i 

187. MESHED CARPET 
) Ivory field with rosy areas, woven with the allover Herati trellis design 

A JO Wie small scale; two rose-crimson principal borders, enclosed by nine 

® floral guards. Length, 12 feet 9 inches; width, 10 feet 
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[NUMBER 188] 

188. KASHANOOR FLORAL CARPET 
Woven with diagonal rows of clusters of pink roses and green leafage 

in a peacock blue ground, within a border of roses enclosed by lavender 

S70 # guards. Close heavy pile. 

Length, 15 feet 5 inches; width; 13 feet 9 inches 

From Kent-Costikyan, Inc., New York 

[See illustration | 
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189. 

vee 
190. 

IQI. 

192. 

KIRMAN. CARPET 

Woven in shades of pale blue, fawn and tan with an allover design of 

lotus blossoms and leafy volutes of the Mustaphi type, a design repeated 

in the deep blue border, which is enclosed by fawn and light blue guards. 

Length, 17 feet 5 inches; width, 11 feet 4 inches 

ANTIQUE FEREGHAN CARPET 

Octagonal old scarlet field woven with the familiar Herati floral pattern 
upon blue lozenge motives, the triangular spandrels with blossoms in a 

sky blue ground; pistache green border of ‘turtle’ palmettes and scarlet 

branch arabesques, enclosed by six guards. 

Length, 18 feet 6 inches; width, 13 feet 9 inches 

[See illustration ] 

PERSIAN Kurp CAMEL’s Hair CARPET 
Woven with an allover design of oyster white diamond-shaped floral 

plaquettes in a natural tan ground; midnight blue border of peonies and 

lotus palmettes garlanded with foliage and containing a rose pink car- 

touche with inscription. Carpet has been reduced, and the removed 

fragment will be given to the purchaser. 

Length, 21 feet 10 inches; width, 15 feet 2 inches 

VIENNESE Hanp-TUFTED CARPET Circa 1840 
Fluctuating rose crimson field, woven with a design of recurrent octag- 

onal medallions picked out in aquamarine, amid large curling green 

endive leaves enclosing cruciform clusters of pink, blue and brown 

blossoms. Repaired and reduced, and finished with a purplish black 

border. Length, 14 feet 1 inch; width, 12 feet 

MusKRAT CARRIAGE ROBE 

As exhibited. (August) Length, 5 feet 7 inches; width, 52 inches 

. ANDALUSIAN RucG 

Tan field with raised design in uncut black pile of palmettes within a 
diamond trellis; floral vine border, enhanced in colors. 

Length, 6 feet 10 inches; width, 4 feet 10 inches 

Illustration of number 190, on preceding page 
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195. lwo Rucs 
Baluchistan rug with trellised rose, blue and tan field, and rose border; 
and a Persian rug woven with lozenge motives in a midnight blue 

_ ground. [Lot.] (August) 

ay pe 

FRENCH FURNITURE AND DECORATIONS 

[CONCLUDED | 

196. AcAJoU ARMOIRE, MouNTED IN BRONZE Dore Louis XV Style 

With glazed double doors and mirror back; fitted with shelves. Mounted 

ge with bronze doré endive scrollings and putto herms. (4ugust) 

7. a Height, 8 feet; width, 53% inches 

197. Louts PHILIPPE RosEwoop MARQUETERIE OCCASIONAL “TABLE 

French, XIX Century 

“a Small square table with four hinged flaps, richly decorated with light 

oY /é wood marqueterie. (Chamberlain) 

Height, 29 inches; length open, 36 inches 

198. KINGWwoopD MARQUETERIE VITRINE CABINET Louis XV Style 

With serpentine glazed sides and triple bombé front having cartouche- 

shaped panels of floral marqueterie below; shelves in terra cotta velours. 

, _. With bronze doré mounts and bréeche d’ Aleppo marble tablets. (August) 

/_f {"— Height, 50 inches; length, 5 feet 7 inches 

199. UPHOLSTERED WALNUT ARMCHAIR Italian Baroque 

Square back and seat covered in silk tapestry fabric. Walnut curved 
Le arms, supports, and stretchers. (Chamberlain) 

200. ACAJOU AND TuLipwoop MarRQueETERIE BepsTEAD Louis XV Style 

Quartered head and footboard inlaid with marqueterie architectural 

. medallions, the latter flanked by rosetted lattices. With box spring and 

Mfg Mattress, and blue satin brocade and rose taffeta coverlet. (August) 
¥ Height, 50 inches; width, 56 inches 

201. Parr Louts XV Carvep WALNUT SIDE CHAIRS 

Spanish, XVIII Century 

If) geeWith shaped open back, cabriole supports, and cane seat. 
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202. 

. WALNUT MARQUETERIE SECRETAIRE 

Acajou TALL-cASE CLock, MouUNTED IN BRONZE Doré 

Régence Style 

Tall cartouche-shaped frame on cabriole legs, lavishly mounted in 

bronze doré with mascarons, rococo leafage, and deities with chariot; 

crested by two putti with winged monsters. (August) 

Height, 8 feet 8 inches; width, 34% inches 

Louis XV Style 
Lady’s slant-front writing desk, decorated with floral marqueterie in 
light woods; on cabriole supports. Height, 39 inches; width, 27 inches 

. EBONIZED VITRINE CABINET, INSET WITH Paris PORCELAIN 

With glazed front and sides and mirror back; pediment, friezes, drawer- 

_front, legs and pilasters mounted in porcelain in the Sevres style, deco- 
rated with cartouches of amoristic figures in a sky blue ground. (August) 

Height, 7 feet 3 inches; width, 40% inches 

CARVED AND INLAID WALNUT CABINET ON TURNED LEGS 

Louis XIII Style 

Well made piece with handsomely carved and molded front inlaid with 
mother of pearl. (Lewis Estate) Height, 48 inches; width, 43 inches 

Acajou ComMMopDE MountTED IN BRONZE Dork, AFTER 

GUILLAUME BENEMAN Louis XVI Style 

_A reproduction of the celebrated commode in the Palais de Fontaine- 

bleau. Veined white marble top. (August) 

Height, 38% inches; length, 6 feet 

[See illustration ] 

. InLaip Acajou TABLE DE CHEVET, AND Pair CANED CHAIRS 

Louis XV Style 

Table with campan melangé marble top, and quartered cupboard door 

inlaid with an elmroot medallion; bronze doré mounts. [Lot.] (August) 

Height of table, 28 inches; width, 16% inches 

. CHARLES X DECORATED PAPER "THREE-FOLD SCREEN 

French, circa 1825 
Featuring rustic vignettes framed in balustrades, in grisaille and sepia 

in a gray blue ground. 

Height, 6 feet 5 inches; width, 5 feet 4 inches 
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KINDLY READ CONDITIONS OF SALE IN FOREPART OF CATALOGUE 

209. INLAID AcaJOU AND TuULIpwoop EXTENSION DINING ‘TABLE 

Louis XV Style 

With quartered and crossbanded oval top, frieze inlaid with a chain of 

A [Prom rosettes, and stretchered cabriole legs. “wo extension leaves. (August) 
w Fleight, 29 inches; length, 5 feet 5 inches 

extending to 8 feet 7 inches 

210. SET OF “TweLvE WALNUT AND Oak DINING CHAIRS 

Italian Renaissance Style 

f, )’feeu. Comprising a pair of walnut state chairs, and ten oak side chairs. Panel 
tk back and seat in brown leather, with gold-tooled borders; turned and 

blocked stretchered legs. [ Lot. | 

210A. ELABORATELY WROUGHT BRONZE TORCHERE After Jacopo Sansovino 

Je Wired for electricity and surmounted by a carved alabaster bowl for 

ve “diffused lighting. (Lewis) Height, 6 feet 8 inches 

211. BRUSSELS ‘TAPESTRY FOUR-FOLD SCREEN XVII Century 

Depicting the nude figure of Hercules, draped in a lion skin and carrying 

a club, ascending a hill toward a temple, between figures of War and 

< .. . Peace, with putti above bearing a baton and plumed helmet. 
2 le . : 

_ Height, 7 feet; length, 9 feet 2 inches 

[See illustration ] 

212. Pain WrouGutT Iron ‘Two-LicHt TorcHERES 

Italian XVII Century Style 

Slender spiraled tripod shaft ornamented with acanthus and strap scrolls, 

a with two rosetted arms, fitted for electricity; marble base. 
Height, 6 feet 10 inches 

212A. SET OF EricHt Louis XV CarvEeD WALNUT AND 

BLUE BROCATELLE SIDE CHAIRS 

Af A)? With cartouche-shaped back, valanced seat rail and voluted cabriole 

fw legs d with h ille shells, and foliations; back and seat 4 gs carved with acantnhus, rocallle snelis, an Ollations; DackK and sea 

covered in peacock blue floral brocatelle. (N. Y. Private Collector) 

From the Hampton Shops, New York 

£.., ..213. Louis XVI Carvep AND GILDED Watt Mirror 

‘se French, XVIII Century 

Rectangular frame with openwork crest composed of leaf volutes and 

laurel wreath. Height, 44 inches; width, 25 inches 
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Two Carvep MAHoGANyY ARMCHAIRS AND [Two SIDE CHAIRS 
Louis XVIII Style 

With seat and square back in crimson silk damask, worn, and with 

printed linen loose covers; on square tapering legs. (August) 

Pair Louis XIV CarveED WALNUT AND NEEDLEPOINT 
Hi1GH-BACK CHAIRS French Baroque 

High rectangular back and seat covered in partly restored silk and wool 

needlepoint designed with exotic birds, foliage, and flowers in rich 

colors. Walnut carved and voluted legs and stretchers. (Lewis Estate) 

Pair CARVED AND LAQUE LOVE SEATS, WITH 

MatTcHING HANGINGS Louis XV Style 

Cabriole frames carved with putti and birds, and laqué celadon; cov- 

ered in flower-embroidered celadon velours. With two pairs of window 

hangings to match. [Lot.] (August) 
Length of seats, 34 inches; of hangings, 8 feet 

. Louis XV CarveED AND GILDED WALL Mirror 

Spanish, XVIII Century 

Leaf-carved oblong frame crested with carved leaf volutes centring a 
putto. Height, 55 inches; width, 28 inches 

. Louis PHiLtipPpE BOULLE CLOCK French, XIX Century 

Elaborate clock in the Louis XIV style, richly inlaid and veneered with 

brass and tortoise shell, and mounted with gilded bronze. 
Height, 47 inches 

. INLAID “TULIPWOOD SMALL COMMODE Louis XVI Style 

Small cabinet of five drawers inlaid with various woods; mounted in 

gilded bronze; figured marble top. (Lewis) 
Height, 37 inches; width 18 inches 
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[NUMBER 220] 

220. Pair CarvepD WaLNuT ARMCHAIRS IN SIXTEENTH CENTURY 
FLEMISH TAPESTRY 

77) ~~. Handsomely carved chair in the Louis XIV style, the high rectangular 
back and the seat covered with antique Flemish tapestry woven with 
allegorical figures, flowers, and fruits. (Lewis) 

a 

221. Louis XV INLAID WaLNuT TEA TABLE Italian, XVIII Century 
4 Oblong tray top on cabriole supports; one drawer. Reconstructed. 
gm Height, 20 inches; length, 31 inches 
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222. MAHOGANY CENTRE TABLE AND A Decoratep Boupoir 

WRITING TABLE 

Victorian cartouche-shaped table with lift-off fleur de péche marble top 

bordered with painted porcelain plaques; and small drum table with 

fitted drawer and cupboard, and undershelf, decorated with flowers, 

4yo- amors, and masks. [Lot.] (August) Heights, 31 and 29% inches 

223. Lourts XV CarveD AND GILDED PIER Mirror Spanish Rococo 

Oblong frame with richly pierced and carved outline of acanthus volutes 
4 é ee and C-scrolls. (Wadsworth) 

; Fleight, 6 feet 8 inches; width, 4 feet 7 inches 

224. THREE CARVED AND LAQUE SETTEES French XVIII Century Style 
4, peo. Louis XV ivory laqué cane-back causeuse, and a love seat in sky blue 

ae Xe | silk brocade; and a Louis XVI green laqué horseshoe canapé in brocade 

and carved with birds and festoons; inset with clock. [Lot.] (dugust) 

225. [THREE Pairs Ivory SaTIN BrocaDE WINDOW HANGINGS 

Matching the covering of the preceding canapé. (August) 

Le pe Length, 7 feet'6 inches; widths, 25, 30 and 46 inches 

OG 

226. Pain‘; CaRVED WALNUT AND PLUM VELOoURS STATE CHAIRS 

Spanish Renaissance Style 

ys) With carved arms and finials; back and seat in plum velours with silk 
Ca fixie) tasseled fringe. (Lewis) 

sie 226A. CARVED WALNUT LIBRARY JABLE Italian Renaissance Style 
( 0 ew Massive oblong top supported on cartouche-shaped end pedestals hand- 

ws & somely carved. (Lewis) Height, 32 inches; length, 7 feet © inches 
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227. BRONZE GRouP, WITH Marsie PEDESTAL 

Emile-Louis Picault, French: XIX Century 

Victory. A winged female holding torch and laurel branches, striding 

over the recumbent figure of Youth with satchel, gourd, and staff beside 
him. Cast by Henri Houdevine. Surmounting dark green marble 

9) 4 pedestal. Height of group, 36 inches 

f sal Height of pedestal, 39 inches 

228. Four CarRVED AND GILDED Boupboir CHAIRS Louis XV Style 

Small side chair with caned back and seat. (Lewis) 

oS 

228A. CARVED AND GILDED SETTEE Louis XVI Style 

With caned back and sides; silk brocade cushion. (Lewis) 
- Length, 4 feet 4 inches 

229. PaiR ANDIRONS AND A I EAKWOOD PEDESTAL 

,. .~ Andirons in Louis XIV style. Chinese teakwood pedestal with marble 
o™) & & —< 
ff. top. [Lot.] (Lewis Estate) 

229A. ParR SAMSON DECORATED PORCELAIN J ARDINIERES 

Decorated in the colors of the famille rose with exotic birds and flowers. 

One repaired. (Lewis) Diameter, 2034 inches 
/, 
ZO 

230. CARVED WALNUT STATE CHAIR IN JACQUARD NEEDLEPOINT 
Renaissance Style 

Ves ge With leaf-carved arms terminating in cherub-head volutes; tall back 

and seat in machine needlepoint with fawn ground. 
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231. Two ALGERIAN Onyx PEDESTAL COLUMNS 

With bronze doré mounts. [Lot.] (dugust) Heights, 36 and 49 inches 

po- 
232. SET OF IRON FIREPLACE FURNISHINGS 

Comprising a pair of andirons with knopped square shaft and scrolled 
base, and a set of fire tools en suite. [Lot.] (Lewis) 

let Height of andirons, 29 inches 

233. Lot or FuRNITURE, RuGs, AND HANGINGS 

F “s Pair triangular small tables with marble top; a Chinese floral rug with 

/y “~ oray ground; a silk and bullion baroque hanging on steel rod. [Lot. ] 
(Chamberlain ) 

| END OF FIRST SESSION | 
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SECOND AND LAST SESSION 

Saturday, November 26, 1938, at 2 p. m. 

CATALOGUE NUMBERS 234 TO 460 INGCEUSIVE 

234. 
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CHELSEA, DERBY, ROCKINGHAM, (COALEPORT 

AN DSOLTHER “OLD PORGCEEAINS 

Pair RocKINGHAM PoRCELAIN ANIMAL GROUPS Circa 1810 
Depicting a white poodle watching a brace of rabbits, on white and gold 

arboreal base. Height, 4% inches 

Paris PORCELAIN JEWEL CASKET AND Pair MINIATURE URNS 

Cartouche-shaped box painted with a lady upon a terrace feeding a goat, 

cherry red and gold floral borders; pair small urns painted with romantic 

landscapes. [Lot.] (August) 
Height of urns, 7 inches; length of casket, 10 inches 

Pair CHELSEA PoRCELAIN ANIMAL GROUPS Circa 1760 
Groups of a ram and lamb, and doe and lamb, with boscage; forming 

candle holders with flower-shaped sconce. Rare. (Norcross) 
Height, 534 inches 

[See illustration | 

Pair SAXE BISQUE GROUPS 
Groups of peasant children and elders; mounted on ormolu_ bases. 

(Chamberlain) Height, 5% inches 

Parr RocCKINGHAM PORCELAIN VASES, AND A DAVENPORT URN 

Circa 1830-40 

Lapis blue vases with forked buff and gold floral handles, and cartouches 

reserved with a painted nosegay and landscape vignette; and Davenport 

lapis blue hexagonal vase and cover, molded with flowers and birds. 
[ Lot. ] Heights, 934 and 8% inches 

Six STAFFORDSHIRE COPPER LUSTRE JUGS Circa 1830-50 

Two large jugs molded with figures of dancers and wild deer, respec- 
tively; and four small pitchers molded with pastoral figures in colors 

on a blue band. Two repaired. [Lot.] 
Heights, about 7% and 4 inches 

Illustration of number 236, on page 69 
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240. 

. WALTON STAFFORDSHIRE ANIMAL GROUP 

. Parr CHELSEA-DERBY PORCELAIN GROUPS 

. Two STAFFORDSHIRE FIGURES 

. THREE ROCKINGHAM ‘CHINA FIGURES OF THE SEASONS 

. PatrR CHELSEA PORCELAIN CANDLESTICKS 

. PatR CHELSEA PORCELAIN STATUETTES 

. FINE Marco.tini MEISSEN PORCELAIN VASE WITH COVER 

Circa 1760 
cluster and posy of flowers. 

Height, 634 inches 

CHELSEA PORCELAIN FIGURE 
A putto seated on a rococo plinth, holding 

Repaired. (Norcross) 

Circa 1820 
boscage; on irregular base. 

Height, 534 inches 
Group of sheep and lamb standing before 

(Norcross ) 

Circa 1775 

Charming figures of sheep standing before boscage; on rocaille-scrolled 
base. Rare. (Norcross) Height, 6 inches 

Circa 1790 

Allegorical female figures, one in eastern garb; surmounting square base. 

One repaired. (Norcross) Heights, 9% and 10% inches 

Circa 1790 
Figures of two little girls with a flower garland and basket, and a youth 

with sickle and wheatsheaf, in the manner of the well-known Chelsea- 

Derby figures. Heights, about 10 inches 

Circa 1760 

Formed as flower-encrusted tree stumps with reclining goat at the base; 

supporting flower-shaped candle sconce. Gold anchor mark. Imperfect. 

(Norcross) Height, 9 inches 

[See illustration | 

Circa 1770 

Standing figures of a youth and maiden*in flowered costumes, each hold- 

ing a nosegay; on rococo bases. Heights, 8 and 8% inches 

[See illustration | 

Circa 1810 
Baluster vase with original rounded cover encrusted allover on a white 

glaze with a carpet of blue forget-me-nots, and two garlands of colored 

roses surrounding oval reserves exquisitely painted with figures of lovers 

and Commedia dell’ Arte in garden landscapes; rococo ormolu_ base 
mount. Height, 10% inches 

[See illustration | 

Illustration of number 245, facing page 72 
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[NUMBER 248] 

AT TOP: NUMBERS 246-247-246 

) 248. Pair CHELSEA-DeERBY DECORATED PORCELAIN COVERED VASES 

Circa 1780 

| » « ..Inverted pyriform lobed vase in the Sevres taste, molded with acanthus 
| leafage, the neck and domed cover pierced with clustered orifices; gilded 

: cauliflower finial. Painted on a white ground with four panels of flow- 

ers and pheasants amid trees. Small repairs. Gold anchor marks. 

Height, 1534 inches 

[See illustration ] 
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249. 

252: 

‘THREE DAVENPORT DECORATED PORCELAIN PLATES, AND 

Two SpopE SAUCER DISHES Circa 1800-25 

Davenport plates richly decorated in colors and gold in the Imari taste. 

Spode saucer dishes, white and gold. [Lot.] (Chamberlain) 

. Two Pairs STAFFORDSHIRE GROUPS 

One depicting a rustic youth courting a maiden in white, the other a 

Highland lad and lass, each with a large sheep. 

Heights, 8% and 7% inches 

~DR Watt WorcrstTER DECORATED PORCELAIN "TEA SERVICE 

Circa 1770 
Comprising a drum-shaped teapot, sugar bowl and cover, cream bowl, 

caddy, ten cups, eleven saucers, and four mugs. ‘Tastefully decorated 
in mulberry with small groups of fruits and foliage; gilded borders; 
covers with flower finials. [ Lot. | 

Four Louis PHILIPPE SEVRES DECORATED PoRCELAIN PLATES 

Circa 1835 
Pair of shaped plates painted with amors within spider web blue and 

gold borders. A pair decorated with rococo figures. [ Lot. | 
Diameter, about 9% inches 

. Two Pairs RocKINGHAM DECORATED APPLE GREEN 

PoRCELAIN VASES Circa 1840 
Pair of lobed pyriform vases painted with nosegays of flowers; and pair 

of scalloped tulip-form vases reserved with buff and gold molded acan- 

thus leafage. Heights, 8% and 83% inches 

.Capo pi MontTE PoRCELAIN CASKET AND Pair VASES 

Oval jewel box molded with adossés sphinxes and a mythological scene; 

and pair of pear-shaped vases depicting Vulcan and Mercury, and two 

ram’s-head handles. [Lot.] (August) 
Height of vases, 13 inches; length of casket, 12 inches 

. ROCKINGHAM DECORATED PORCELAIN PART TEA SERVICE 

Circa 1830 

Comprising a shaped two-handled sugar bowl and cover, waste bowl, 

six cups, five saucers, and a plate. Decorated in apricot, white, and gold. 

[Lot.] (N. Y. Private Collector) 
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256. 

257: 

ie 

258. 

259. 

260. 

262. 

or 

PatR COALBROOKDALE DecoraTeD RosE Pink PoRCELAIN 

VASES AND COVERS Circa 1830 

Baluster vase on square base, finely painted with clusters of flowers in 
reserves with gilded scroll borders in a rose pink ground. 

Height, 14% inches 

Parr CHELSEA-DERBY PoRCELAIN CANDLESTICK Groups Circa 1780 

Seated figures of a youth with flowered waistcoat and yellow costume, 

and a maiden with rose cape and violet apron, holding a bird and cage, 
respectively, with pet dog and lamb; before a flowering bocage from 

which springs a candlestick arm. Height, 9% inches 

[See illustration ] 

Parr CoALportT DECORATED AND ENCRUSTED PORCELAIN VASES 

Circa 1830 
Inverted pear-shaped vase, with two scrolled handles springing from the 

lip; painted with two landscape vignettes and garlanded with encrusted 

blossoms. Height, 11 inches 

OrIENTAL Lowestorr DEcoRATED PorCELAIN ARMORIAL PLATTER 

AV III Century 

Octagonal platter painted with sprigs of flowers and leaves, and with a 

coat of arms in colors. Length, 18% inches 

Capo pI MontTE PorCELAIN COFFRET 

Oblong coffer with relief decoration in colors of Bacchanalian and mytho- 
logical scenes separated by fluted marbleized stiles, the paneled domed 

-cover depicting the combat between the Centaurs and the Lapithae. 

(August) Length, 15 inches 

. SEVEN Louis PHILIPPE DECORATED PORCELAIN DESSERT 

PLATES AND FivE DINNER PLATES Circa 1840 

Painted in colors and gold with the royal cipher, amors, and flowers in 

a white reserve with yellow and gold border. [Lot.] (Hawes) 
Diameters, 8% and 9% inches 

TWELVE Crown Dersy DECORATED PORCELAIN DINNER PLATES 

Circa 1800 

Soft ivory white plate, the border decorated in pale gold and iron red 

with a running vine of conventional foliage. Duesbury mark. Few 
chips. Diameter, 934 inches 

Illustration of number 257, facing page 74 
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263. RocCKINGHAM DECORATED APPLE GREEN PORCELAIN GARNITURE 

Circa 1840 
Set of three pyriform vases with scalloped lip, and saffron and gold 
twisted handles; each with two painted reserves of garden flowers. 

oO * [ Lot. ] Heights, 8% and 934 inches 

264. TWELVE TourRNAI BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN PLATES, AND 

fo frm ELEVEN Soup PLaTEs Circa 1820 
24 : , : ‘ : ; 

Simulating Worcester porcelain, with plain white centre and conven- 

tional border. [ Lot. ] Diameter, 9% inches 

265. SET OF TWELVE ORIENTAL LOWESTOFT PORCELAIN PLATES 

Late XVIII Century 

So se Octagonal plate painted in rose and green with small groups of flowers 

within diaper pattern rose border. Diameter, 9 inches 

266. TweELvE Louis XVI SkEvres DECORATED PORCELAIN PLATES 

| Circa 1770 
ve 6)“ Shaped plate, beautifully painted with sprigs of flowers in colors; blue 

7 and gold border simulating the outline of a shell. Marks of various 
decorators on the backs. Chipped. [Lot.] Diameter, 9% inches 

267. DerBY FINELY DECORATED PORCELAIN TEA SERVICE Circa 1805 | 
Comprising teapot, milk jug, covered sugar bowl, and waste bowl with 

fy square bulbous bodies; two cake plates, seven coffee cups, eight teacups, 
/20 + and ten saucers. Imari compartmented floral design in blue, red, green 

and gold. [Lot.] 
[See illustration of part] 

268. Crown Dersy DecoraTED PoRCELAIN TEA SERVICE Circa 1795 

PW),,.¢ Comprising teapot with stand, milk jug, covered sugar bowl, two cake 

SF? v plates, ten teacups, ten coffee cups, and ten saucers. Imari floral design 

in iron red, royal blue, and gilding. [Lot.] 

[See illustration of part] 
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[NUMBERS (FROM TOP TO BOTTOM) 267-268-269 | 

269. COALPORT APPLE GREEN PoRCELAIN DESSERT SERVICE 
PAINTED WITH BritTisH VIEWS Circa 1825 

Comprising three high compotes, three tazzas, and twelve dessert plates. 

Tah Beautifully painted with romantic British scenery within an apple green 
border edged with gold. [Lot. | 

[See illustration of part] 

270. THIRTEEN NANKING DECORATED PORCELAIN PLatTEs XVIII. Century 

St Decorated in rouge de fer, blue, and gold, with sprigs of peonies, lotus, 
. and plum blossoms in a soft white ground. [Lot.] Diameter, 9 inches 

271. COALPORT DECORATED APPLE GREEN PORCELAIN DESSERT SERVICE 

; . Circa 1815 

~~ Comprising two compotes, four tazzas, and nine dessert plates. Charm- 

ingly painted with nosegays of garden flowers, within an apple green 

border rimmed with gold. [Lot.] 
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DRESDEN PoRCELAIN COACH GROUP 

Depicting the departure of an Empress in a coach drawn by two horses, 
with coachman in lapis blue coat, and footman in claret, a gentleman 

and lady-in-waiting bowing low. Rococo base strewn with encrusted 
blossoms. (August) Length, 211% inches 

MEIssEN CANARY YELLOW AND GOLD PoRCELAIN VASE Circa 1830 
_Inverted pear-shaped vase with round foot, glazed canary yellow with 

gilded acanthus leafage; white and gold S-scrolled handles. 

Height, 23 inches 

. DECORATED PoRCELAIN URN WITH COVER Capo di Monte Style 

-, Leaved urn molded with floral volutes separating male and female masks, 
and upon the shoulder a frieze of Bacchanalian putti with goat in full 
relief; the pierced cover with putto finial. (August) Height, 30 inches 

. Paris DECORATED AND GILDED PORCELAIN KRATER URN WITH COVER 

Painted with romantic landscapes, floral clusters and gilded rococo orna- 

ment, laurel swags and gilded lion-head handles; cauliflower finial. 
Together with a Samson Lowestoft porcelain armorial jardiniere. 

[Lot.] (August) Height, 28 inches 

. ROCKINGHAM DECORATED ROYAL BLUE AND GOLD PORCELAIN VASE 

Circa 1840 
Bobbin-shaped vase in royal blue porcelain, with two rococo cartouches 

reserved with nosegays of garden flowers; rococo white and gold base, 

dragon-scrolled handles, and leaf-molded mouth. Handles repaired. 
Height, 21% inches 

GEORGIAN SILVER AND SHEFFIELD PLATE 

THREE GEORGIAN SILVER SNUFF Boxes Birmingham, circa 1810-25 

Two plain, the third with striped engraving. Date marks of 1808, 1811 

and 1825. Lengths, about 2% inches 

. Two SILVER SNUFF BOXES Birmingham, circa 1810 and 1840 
Small box with striped engraving, 1808; and a larger cartouche-shaped 
box engraved and parcel-gilded and centring an escutcheon, by Edw. 

Smith, c. 1840. Lengths, 234 and 3% inches 

. THREE DECORATIVE SNUFF Boxes Circa 1820-40 

French lacquer box painted with figures of Nessus and Deianira; and 

two silver-mounted ebony boxes of oval section. 
Lengths, 234 to 3% inches 
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280. Four PARCEL-GILDED SILVER CoMPOTE SPOONS, AND 

Six BERRY SPOONS London, 1803-30 

Four George III compote spoons by various makers, 1803 and 1806, 

the gilded bowls repoussé at a later date with fruit and grapes; and a set 

of six William IV berry spoons, by Jas. Hobbs, 1830, almost matching, 
in case. [ Lot. ] 

. Two Partrs Georce III Sitver Servers, AND Six PIsTOL-HANDLED 
‘TABLE KNIVES 
Plain round salad servers, by Jas. Lloyd, Wm. Bell, and Eley & Fearn, 
London, 1808 and 1814; and six Victorian silver-handled pistol knives, 
London, 1841. [Lot.] 

. PweLveE WituiAm IV ScorrisH SILVER ‘TABLESPOONS 

Wm. Russell, Glasgow, 1834 
Matched set, with plain handles. 

.SET OF Four GeEorGE III GILDED SILVER COMPOTE SPOONS 

Robt. Garrard, London, 1803; and Thos. Wallis, 1806 

Fluted bowl repoussé with a cluster of pear, melon and pineapple, the 

_ shank flat-chased with leafage and trellis work, and a scrolled cartouche. 
In case. 

. TWELVE FINE GILDED SILVER FRUIT KNIVES AND "I WELVE ForkKs 

Francis Higgins, London, 1867 

Richly chased with interlacing branches of grapevines reserved with a 

blank cabochon cartouche. 

. SILVER CIRCULAR PLATTER Circa 1810 

/7* 

207. 

Plain dish with reeded edge, and crested. (August) 
Diameter, 11 inches 

GerorcE IV Sitver Ecccup STAND AND Toast Rack 
Sheffield, 1820, and London, 1823 

~, Frame with molded rococo ornament, by Thos. Watson & Co., Sheffield, 

i ee fitted with six silver-plated eggcups and five spoons, crested; and 

gadrooned rack with shell and scroll handle, by Jos. Craddock & Wm. 

Reid, London, 1823. [Lot.] (4ugust) Heights, 9 and 434 inches 

.GeorcE III Repousst SILVER COVERED ‘lANKARD London, 1789 
Repoussé in high relief at a later date, with a cow and calf in landscape, 

~ and a countryman ploughing, the domed hinged cover with pineapple 

finial. With restorations. (August) Height, 9% inches 
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[NUMBERS 292 AND 293] 

AT TOP: NUMBERS 289-290-291 

289. WILLIAM IV WrovuGHT GILDED SILVER CLARET JUG 
Robt. Hennell, London, 1831 

Pear-shaped jug cupped in a gadrooned band of acanthus, the upper 

part wrought with rich design of applied grapevines on a granulated 
ground; twisted branch handle. Engraved about foot with a presentation 

inscription. Weight, about 56 ounces. (August) Height, 1134 inches 

[See illustration ] 
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290. 

294. 

GeorcE II] SHEFFIELD PLATE AND IRIsH Cur GLass 
STAND OF DECANTERS Circa 1810 
Rounded square stand with beaded edge, fitted with four fine old cut 
glass barrel-form bottles with stoppers and a sweetmeat dish, in the 

~ carrying frame. Rare. Height, 13 inches 

[See illustration ] 

. IRISH GILDED SILVER CLARET JUG R. Smith, Dublin, 1850 

Lobed pear-shaped ewer with round foot, hinged cover and branch 
. handle; with applied decoration of grapevines. (August) 

Height, 12 inches 

[See illustration ] 

. STERLING SILVER "[WO-HANDLED TEA TRAY 

Tiffany & Co., New York 

» scrolled quatrefoil tray of plain silver, with rim band of leaf-entwined 
“reeding; two plain loop handles. Weight, about 157 ounces. (August) 

Length, 27% inches 
[See illustration ] 

. GEORGIAN REPOUSSE SILVER TEA SERVICE 

Alice &§ Geo. Burrows, London, 1818 and 1820 

Bulbous teapot, two-handled sugar bowl, and milk jug. Elaborately 

. repoussé with foliations and rococo scrolls on a closely hammered ground, 

reserved with a crested cartouche; the teapot with Chinese figure finial, 
and carved ivory handle. [Lot.] (August) 

[See illustration | 

GEorGE III RepoussE SILVER COFFEE PoT 

Peter & Ann Bateman, London, 1791 

Pyriform pot with hinged cover, curved spout, and hollow flaring foot, 
- with pearwood loop handle; richly repoussé at a later date with foliations 

and rococo scrolls, and two rocaille cartouches, one initialed s. (August) 
Height, 134 inches 

WILLIAM IV Massive GILDED SILVER CANDELABRUM-EPERGNE 

E. J. & W. Barnard, London, 1836 

Tall fluted acanthus shaft entwined with leafage, arranged with six 
= leafy scrolled arms with urn bobéches, and supporting a central open- 

work lattice basket with border of wrought blossoms; on bulbous tri- 

lateral base with rococo shell-and-leaf supports, monogrammed. Con- 

vertible as epergne, furnished with six small latticed bowls with three 

cut glass liners. All parts fully marked. (dugust) Height, 26% inches 
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290. 

299. 

300. 

PAINTINGS 

THE Toast Victor Schivert, German: XIX Century 

Musicians and a child dancing before two Louis XIII cavaliers seated 

at a tavern table toasting a servant girl. Signed, and dated Munchen, 

is. Height, 14 inches; length, 19% inches 

. LANDSCAPE SKETCH 

John Singer. Sargent, N.A., R.A., American: 1856-1925 

View of a park with a sculptured urn at the left and a pond centring 

the middle distance; a blue sky penetrates the branches of the trees. 

Signed. (E. M. Bratter, Attorney) 

On board: Height, 14 inches; length, 15 inches 

Purchased from the artist 

_ FRENCH CAVALRY OFFICER 

Etienne Prosper Berne-Bellecour, French: 1838-1910 

An officer in blue and scarlet uniform, standing on a road before a 

stretch of snow-covered fields, glancing up from a folded chart in his 

hands. Signed. Cradled panel: Height, 15 inches; width, 1014 inches 

APPROACHING STORM 
Alexander H. Wyant, N.A., American: 1836-1892 

Nimbus clouds fill the sky, with sunlight penetrating to light a green 

meadow and a small white farmhouse at the right half concealed by 

trees. Signed. (E. M. Bratter, Attorney) 
Height, 13 inches; length, 17 inches 

Collection of John J. Campbell, New York, 1935 

Farm LaANnps Dwight W. Tryon, N.A., American: 1849-1925 

Wide expanse of hayfields with a man working; a low hedge encloses 

the middle distance with a white farmhouse and green fruit trees beyond. 

Signed, and inscribed. (E. M. Bratter, Attorney) 

Height, 10% inches; length, 21 inches 

Collection of Norman E. Montross, New York, 1933 

_In THE ADIRONDACKS 

Homer D. Martin, N.A., American: 1836-1897 

Mirror-like surface of a lake narrowing at the left between shores 

wooded with low pine trees. Signed. (E. M. Bratter, Attorney) 

Height, 12% inches; length, 20% inches 
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[NUMBER 302] 

SUMMER Alexander H. Wyant, N.A., American: 1836-1892 

Cirrus clouds in a blue sky, above green fields bounded by a rivulet with 

flowering banks, stone walls, and bushy trees in full green foliage. 
Signed. (E. M. Bratter, Attorney) 

Height, 12 inches; length, 17 inches 

[See illustration ] 

. DutcH CANAL SCENE Charles Paul Gruppe, American: b.1860 

A narrow canal spanned by a foot-bridge in the middle distance, and 

bordered by the red tile-roofed houses of a village; a woman washing 
at the left. Signed. Height, 16 inches; length, 22 inches 

SLEEPING CAVALIER Koloman Dery, Hungarian: 6.1859 

A man in buff leather coat with scarlet sleeves, and top boots, asleep in 
a cellar, holding a jug of wine. Signed, and dated 1884. 

Height, 17% inches; width, 14% inches 
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305. EPISODE FROM THE FRANCO-PRUSSIAN War 

Wilfrid Constant Beauquesne, French: 6.1847 

Depicting mounted French dragoons charging into battle from the left, 

with regiments of infantry in the distance. Signed. 

Height, 13% inches; length, 2134 inches 

306. FEEDING THE CHICKENS Antonio Montemazzo, Italian: 1841-1898 
/® Sunlit farmyard beside an old well, with a girl in blue apron carrying 

a bucket of feed, surrounded by chickens. Signed. 

Height, 24 inches; width, 19% inches 

306A. CUIRASSIERS IN BATTLE Charles Louis Kratké, French: 6.1848 
An officer brandishing a sword, astride a charging white mount; in the 

background, fighting cavalry, and field artillery at the right. Signed 
at lower right, L. KRATKE, and dated 1897. (Lewis Estate) 

Panel: Height, 24 inches; width, 19% inches 

307. VIEW OUTSIDE SALISBURY 

John Constable, R.A.(?), British: 1776-1837 
View of fields and cottages with figures in the foreground and woods 

at the right; in the middle distance, the spire of a cathedral. Signed 
and dated 1810. (August) 

Height, 18% inches; length, 2034 inches 

308. MouNTAIN Poo. Henry Pember Smith, American: 1854-1907 

, «ee~ A foreground pool bordered by large gray boulders and shadowed by tall 
trees on the shore; green fields beyond. Signed. 

Height, 20 inches; length, 28 inches 

3084. THE BLACKSMITH’S SHOP 
Jules Jacques Veyrassat, French: 1828-1893 

i, re Corner of a cobbled yard, with bright sunlight falling on white walls; f é 

ee two men are shoeing a work horse, three other horses standing nearby. 

Signed. (Lewis Estate) Height, 24% inches; width, 20 inches 

309. BRUME DANS LA VALLEE DE LA DORDOGNE . 

P. William Didier-Pouget, French: b.1864 
ad A shepherdess and flock wandering among heather blooming in light 

purple, with a cottage nearby; the winding river disappearing through 

the mountains of the background. Signed. 
Height, 28% inches; length, 36 inches 

#, 310. PorTRAIT OF A Lapy Raimundo de Madrazo, Spanish: 1841-1920 
PO ‘ Waist-length portrait of a young woman looking toward the observer, 

wearing a pale blue-green décolleté gown; deep emerald green back- 
ground. (E. M. Bratter, Attorney) 

Height, 2534 inches; width, 21% inches 
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311. LE BARRAGE Leon Richet, French: 1847-1907 

Wide landscape of green fields, centred by an old thatch-roofed building 

and a copse of tall trees bordering a narrow dam; two figures appear at 

ME ie the left. Signed. Height, 24 inches; length, 32 inches 

From Bernheim Jeune et fils, Paris, 1902 

312. INSPECTION Edouard Antoine Portielje, Belgian: b.1861 

A young girl in trailing pale blue satin gown with plumed bonnet, stand- 

i: 40 _. ing before a looking glass. Signed. 

— Height, 46% inches; width, 34% inches 

313. CAPTAIN WILLIAM RAMSEY 

Attributed to Charles B. J. Févret de Saint-Meémin, 

mon 8 French-A merican: 1770-1852 

A Profile portrait to the left at bust length, within a painted brown oval, 
wearing a dark blue coat with white jabot, and powdered bag-wig. 

(Martin Estate) Height, 32% inches; width, 27 inches 

Captain William Ramsey (d. 1845) served during the whole of the 
Revolutionary War, and was previously an Indian fighter in Kentucky. 
He moved to Missouri in 1802, and died in Boone County May 24, 1845. 

21 Ae DLBYL Attributed to Guido Reni, Bolognesi: 1576-1642 
». ,, Waist-length figure in rose silk robe and blue cloak, facing half right, 
a the turbaned head glancing up to the left. 

Height, 32 inches; width, 26% inches 

315. CARD PLAYERS Giacomo Francesco Cipper, Italian: f1.1710-1736 
. Ragged figures of two boys in brown coats and tricornes, seated at a 

“he .. table and playing cards, with dead game at their feet. (August) 
Height, 41 inches; width, 31 inches 

BigAy CATTLE BY A FOOL William M. Hart, N.A., American: 1823-1894 
Bright afternoon sunlight upon a view of green fields interrupted at the 

jo,  ‘vight by tall trees; cattle graze, some wandering along a path by a fore- 
( & ™ eround pool. Signed. (Lewis Estate) 

Height, 26 inches; width, 22 inches 

316. THE Nativity 

Spanish School under Flemish Influence, Early XVI Century 
/ ; g- Kneeling figure of the Virgin in green and crimson robes, adoring the 
| Child surrounded by angels, with S. Joseph appearing at the left. In the 

background, the vision of a shepherd in a landscape. Tabernacle frame. 

Panel: Height, 41 inches; width, 28 inches 
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ENGLISH FURNITURE AND DECORATIONS 

Four DerEcorATIVE CHINESE OBJECTS 

A Ting yao bottle; a Fukien crackled white figure of a Buddhistic deity ; 
a pair spinach jade small cups. [Lot.] (Norcross) 

. Four DECORATIVE SMALL OBJECTS XVIII-XIX Century 

Comprising a Georgian tortoise-shell-veneered oblong tea caddy; a pair 
of Delft charmingly painted faience square jardiniéres; and an Andalu- 
sian green glass jar. [Lot.] (Norcross) 

[See illustration of tea caddy] 

. Two Pairs GEORGIAN Cur Gtass CANDLESTICKS 

Pair cut in pineapple pattern and hung with lanceolate prisms. Another 

pair of different design. (Norcross) Height, about 8 inches 

[See illustration | 

GEORGIAN ‘ToRTOISE-SSHELL TEA Cappy, AND A Pair GILDED 

SILVER FLOWER VASES 

Tea caddy with two interior compartments, veneered with fine light 
shell, circa 1810; and a pair of wire-pattern vases with red glass liners, 

Sheffield, 1905; in case. [Lot.] Heights, 4% and 6 inches 

. CHINESE CARVED CARNELIAN AGATE COVERED VASE 

Carved and undercut with a sage and three goats beneath pine trees 

with perched birds (one imperfect), the cover with goose finial. Has 
stand. (August) Height, 6% inches 

. Pair GEORGIAN SPIRALLY TURNED WALNUT CANDLESTICKS 

English, XVIII Century 

With open ‘barley sugar’ twist, and round foot. Height, 11 inches 

[See illustration | 

HepeLEWHITE INLAID ManHoGaNny TEA Cappy 
English, XVIII Century 

Small oblong chest fitted with two compartments for green and black 

tea, and containing a fine cut glass jar of contemporary date. (Norcross) 
Length, 11% inches 

Illustration of number 318, on page 80; of number 319, on page 67; of num- 

ber 322, on page 68 
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324. SET OF SIXTEEN PEWTER TANKARDS English, Early XIX Century 
Plain pint mug with loop handle and engraved monogram. 

SO S Height, 5 inches 

325. REGENCY BLACK AND GOLD-LACQUERED ZITHER 

Tight, London, circa 1815 

F Stringed instrument in the classic style; inscribed with the maker’s 

JO ™ name, Tight, Foley Place London, musical instrument maker to the 

court. In original leather-covered case. Height, 34 inches 

326. Parr Fine Louis XIV SILK anp Woo.t NEEDLEPOINT CUSHIONS 

French, Late XVII Century 

{3 ~ One worked with figures of Amazons shooting with a bow at game 

La birds in a meadow; the other with seated figures of Flora and Minerva; 

the figures in petit point. 

[See illustration | 

[NUMBERS 327 AND (AT TOP) 326] 
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327. 

331 

332 

Jy" jy 

Two NEEDLEPOINT CUSHIONS French, XVII-XVIII Century 

With fine petit point cartouches, one depicting the marriage feast at 

Cana, in a dark crimson ground; the other, Ceres garlanded with blos- 

soms, in a yellow ground. 

[See illustration | 

. HEPPLEWHITE INLAID SATINWOOD Work Box 

English, XVIII Century 
Beautifully made example fitted with box-like compartments, and con- 

taining glass inkpots, a drawer in the lower part, a mirror in the lid. 

Rare. (Norcross) Length, 12% inches 
[See illustration ] 

. Two MINIATURES Persian School, XVI Century 

One depicting a military reconnaissance, with horsemen partly camou- 

flazed by a tree they are carrying; the other a council meeting on a 

sward amid rockery. With calligraphy written in four columns, and 

floral and animal border. Framed. 

Collection of H. MacDonald, Parke-Bernet Galleries, Inc., 1938 

. Lor oF DECORATIVE PEWTER AXVITI-XIX Century 

Comprising a set of five Irish eighteenth century pewter eighteen-inch 

chargers; glass-bottomed tankard; two goblets; four tablespoons and 

forks. [Lot.] 

. CarvEeD Ivory Two-HANDLED TANKARD, MOUNTED as LAMP 

Flemish Renaissance Style 

Carved with a Dionysian festival with dancers and attendants; two 
scrolled handles surmounted by vine-wreathed bearded satyr heads, on 
four satyr-head supports. Fitted for electricity, with embroidered silk 

shade, and ivory group finial. (August) 
Height, 26% inches 

. Pair SHERATON MAHOGANY KNIFE BOXES 

English, Early XIX Century 

With slant top opening to interior slotted and inlaid with stringing; 

shaped front. Height, 1434 inches 

Illustration of number 327, on preceding page; of number 328, on page 67 
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555: 

3 hae 

GEORGIAN Manwocany Bracket CLock 

David Samuel & Son, London, circa 1820 

Molded rectangular case enriched with gilded metal mounts; chiming 

and striking movement. (Lewis) Height, 27 inches 

[See illustration ] 

GEORGIAN SMALL STEEL FENDER English, XVIII Century 
Small yoke-shaped curb pierced with a band of conventional ornament. 

‘Together with three steel fireplace tools. (Norcross) 

Length of fender, 38 inches 

. CHARLES I STUMPWoRK PICTURE English, XVII Century 
Worked in raised silk embroidery with scattered sprays of flowers, ani- 

mals, birds and insects, surrounding figures of Charles I and Henrietta 
Maria flanking a fountain; re-applied on écru silk. Framed. 

Height, 16% inches; length, 214% inches 

[See illustration ] 

335A. BEAD-EMBROIDERED PICTURE OF ‘AMERICA’ American, XIX Century 

2o- 

220) 

A young woman, riding on an eagle, holding aloft the stars and stripes. 
Framed. (Chamberlain) 

SHERATON INLAID MAHOGANY BAROMETER 

English, Late XVIII Century 

So-called sign-post barometer, the slender case banded and inlaid with 
light sycamore; mounting barometer and thermometer gages. Rare. 

(Norcross) Height, 39 inches 

. PatrR SILK EMBROIDERY AND WATERCOLOR MARINE PICTURES 

The U.S. armored steam yacht ‘Stranger’, and a sail and steam yacht 
flying the American flag. Skilfully executed partly in silk and water- 
color, and tastefully framed. (Lewis) 

Height, 20 inches; length, 36 inches 

SeAINTED Lote: LEA [RAY English, Late XVIII Century 

Painted with a group of children in a circular medallion, after Barto- 

lozzi, in an ivory white ground with gilded border. Rare. (Norcross) 

Length, 30 inches 

. REGENCY RosEwoop BAROMETER, INLAID WITH MOTHER OF PEARL 

Lione &© Somalvico, London 

Banjo form, with border of floral ornament inlaid in mother of pearl; 
fitted with barometer, thermometer, hygrometer, and spirit level. 

Height, 38% inches 

Illustration of number 333, facing page 82; of number 335, facing page 87 
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340. Two PaInTED ToLe Trays 

341 

Ff he 
{oO 

342 

OF hg ali A 

343 

Z) ~ 

344 
pw”, 

i f 
yw © 

345. 

346 

English, XVIII-XIX Century 
Charming oval ‘Sheraton’ tray painted with a portrait of Mrs Siddons 
in the character of ‘Zara’. Shaped oblong tray decorated with chinoiserie. 
(Norcross) Lengths, 18 and 22 inches 

. GEORGIAN SATINWOOD KNIFE Box, AND A NEEDLEWORK BELL PULL 

English, XVIHI-XIX Century 

Knife box with hinged slant lid; needs a few small repairs. Needlework 

bell pull with repoussé brass and ruby glass handle. Together with an 

iron tmvet. | lots) “UNorcross ) 

. LATE GEORGIAN Carvep MAHOGANY CANTERBURY 

English, circa 1820 

Repository for books and folios; carved with laurel wreaths; a drawer 

in the lower part. Height, 18 inches; length, 20 inches 

. HEPPLEWHITE INLAID MAHOGANY OCCASIONAL TABLE 

English, XVIII Century 

Small oblong table with two hinged leaves, one drawer, square tapered 

legs, and X-stretcher. (Norcross) 
Height, 27 inches; width open, 23 inches 

. GEORGIAN BLACK AND GoLp Lacquer WIG STAND 

Stand of tripod form, with circular top to hold a basin, two small 

drawers at the centre; simulating Chinese lacquer. (Norcross) 
Height, 3134 inches 

HeEpPpLEWHITE MAHOGANY OCCASIONAL TABLE 
English, XVIII Century 

With oval top and single drawer having ivory knob handles; on square 

slightly tapering legs with X-stretcher. . 
Height, 28% inches; width, 24 inches 

. SHERATON INLAID RosEwoop SEWING TABLE 

English, Late XVIII Century 

Octagonal hinged top banded with light woods; has yellow pongee 
sewing bag; on slender flaring supports with X-stretcher. (Norcross) 

Height, 2834 inches; width, 16% inches 

[See illustration ] 
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[NUMBER 347 | [NUMBER 346 | 

GEORGIAN CUT GLASS CANDLESTICKS: NUMBER 319 

HEPPLEWHITE SATINWOOD WORK BOX: NUMBER 328 

347. SHERATON INLAID SATINWOOD OCCASIONAL TABLE 

Small square table with leather-lined top, and drawer fitted for writing 

3 Of purposes; on square tapered legs with incurvate stretchers. (Norcross) 

g Height, 27 inches; width, 15% inches 

[See illustration ] 
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[NUMBER 348] 

GEORGIAN WALNUT CANDLESTICKS: NUMBER 322 

348. REGENCY OLIvewoop Davenport Desk 
Small desk, with galleried top and hinged slant front covered in tooled 

0 » eather and opening to fitted interior; the desk slides forward from the 

af paneled underbody, which is fitted with drawers and slides; gadrooned 

mushroom feet, castered. Height, 33% inches; width, 20% inches 

[See illustration | 
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[NUMBER 349 | [NUMBER 350] 

CHELSEA PORCELAIN GROUPS: NUMBER 236 

349. SHERATON INLAID MAHOGANY OCCASIONAL TABLE 

English, Late XVIII Century 

; Octagonal top with drawer, square tapered legs with incurvate stretch- 

é O- ers. (Norcross) Height, 27% inches; width, 1834 inches 

[See illustration | 

350. SET OF SEVEN SHERATON BLACK AND GOLD CHaiIRS 
English, circa 1800 

Pleasing chair in the Directoire taste, the slightly flaring back filled 

i” /, with cane; frame painted black and gold; cane seat furnished with a 

oo green velours cushion. ‘wo armchairs and five side chairs. (Norcross) 

[See illustration of one] 
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Rote 

354- 

395- 

SET OF EigHT SHERATON Manocany DrIninc CHairs 

English, circa 1800 
Comprising two armchairs and six side chairs. Open rectangular ‘Direc- 

toire’ back with fluted rails and saltire splat; seat covered in crimson 
striped sateen; round fluted and tapering legs. 

. GeorGE III Manocany JTILTING-Top Pizecrust TABLE 

English, XVIII Century 

Circular top with piecrust edge, tilting on a round columnar support 

with spiraled vase fluting and cyma-curved tripod ending in snake feet. 

Height, 28 inches; diameter, 23% inches 

. CHIPPENDALE CarvepD MAHOGANY Watt Mrrror 

English, XVIII Century 

With fret-carved frame; containing its old glass. Some _ repairs. 

(Norcross) Height, 26 inches; width, 12 inches 

Parr CHIPPENDALE CarVED MAHOGANY AND GREEN LEATHER 

CLAW-AND-BALL Foot SipE CHaIRS 

With rococo-carved open vasiform splat and scrolled top rail centred 

with a scallop shell; slip seat in old green leather, on cabriole legs with 

acanthus-carved knees and claw and ball feet. 

SHERATON SATINWOOD OCCASIONAL TABLE 
English, Late XVIII Century 

With cockbeaded oblong top, single drawer, and slender square tapering 

legs, castered. Height, 27 inches; width, 15% inches 

. GEORGIAN MaHoGANY SMALL WRITING DESK ON 

CABRIOLE SUPPORTS ' 

In two parts; with fitted interior, hinged slant flap, and one drawer. 

(Lewis ) Height, 37 inches; width, 16 inches 
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So: 

JO ~ 

358. 

Zor 

359- 

360. 

Pair SHERATON INLAID SAaTINWOooD POLE SCREENS 

English, XIX Century 

Composed of slender shaft on square base, supporting shield-shaped 

panel framing mezzotint engravings of children, in colors. (Norcross) 

Height, 5 feet 2 inches 

Nerst OF THREE SHERATON SYCAMORE TEA TABLES 

Graduated oblong tops, cockbeaded, and resting on scrolled X-form 

supports; lemon yellow patina, resembling satinwood. 

Height, 29 inches; width, 22 inches 

SHERATON INLaID MAHOGANY TRIPoD TABLE 
English, Late XVIII Century 

- Oval top inlaid with a shell medallion in light sycamore; on black and 

. gold decorated tripod with peg feet. (Norcross) 

Height, 28 inches; width, 27 inches 

GeorcE III] Manocany DisH-Top TILTING TABLE 

English, XVIII Century 

Circular dish top tilting on vase-turned round column, and arched tripod 
with snake feet. Height, 27% inches; diameter, 22 inches 

. REGENcy RosEwoop Work ‘TABLE English, circa 1820 

Oblong top with two rounded drop leaves, and single fitted drawer; on 

slender baluster-turned legs and high incurvate supports, castered. Rose- 

wood of exceptionally fine figure. 
Height, 29% inches; length open, 35 inches 
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362. SMALL GEORGIAN GILDED CoNVEXx Mirror English, circa 1800 

te 

The molded circular frame crested with a spread eagle. 

Height, 29 inches; width, 17 inches 

363. GeorGE III] Manocany BacHELor’s CHEST 

English, XVIII Century 
Small case of four beaded drawers, above which is a hinged folding leaf; 
on bracket feet. (Lewis) 

Height, 31 inches; width, 31 inches 

364. GeorGE II] MaHocany SWELL-FRONT CHEST OF DRAWERS 

ui - ; 

Ge 

English, XVIII Century 
With three cockbeaded long drawers having oval brasses and bail han- 

dles, valanced skirt with French feet. Dark patina. 

Height, 30 inches; length, 36 inches 

365. HEPPLEWHITE INLAID SATINWOOD ‘BEAU BRUMMEL’ 

English, XVIII Century 

Gentleman’s folding dressing cabinet of rectangular form; the top com- 
posed of two hinged flaps which open, revealing a rising mirror on hinged 

strut, and numerous compartments and divisions. Four drawers in front; 

standing on square tapered legs with brass feet. (Norcross) 

Height, 32% inches; width, 27% inches 

[See illustration | 

366. HEPPLEWHITE INLAID SATINWOOD CABINET TABLE 

for 
English, XVIII Century 

Probably a collector’s table, with hinged top rising to reveal a series of 

divisions; standing on square tapered legs with stretchers. (Norcross) 

Height, 28% inches; width, 24 inches 
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KINDEY READ CONDITIONS OBRVSADE UN EORERPART OFT CATALOGUE 

307. 

EN i 

369. 

\ S 

3/0: 

GEORGIAN MAHOGANY AND TooLep LEATHER PEDESTAL DESK 

Oblong top covered in tooled brown leather, kneehole front surrounded 
by nine cockbeaded drawers with ring handles. 

Height, 28% inches; length, 47 inches 

[See illustration ] 

. GEORGIAN MAHOGANY CANTERBURY English, circa 1810 

Four-division repository for magazines or folios; a drawer in the lower 

part. Height, 21 inches; width, 18 inches 

Nest oF FouR SHERATON ManoGany TEA TABLES 

With graduated oblong tops and slender round supports, on trestle feet. 

Height, 30% inches; width, 19% inches 

CarveD MAHOGANY AND NEEDLEPOINT RIBBON-BACK ARMCHAIR 

AND SIDE CHAIR Chippendale Style 

Bow-shaped acanthus-carved top rail surmounting a tasseled ribbon- 

carved wheel splat; scrolled arms terminating in carved eagle heads; 

slip seats in téte de negre floral needlepoint with petit point figures of 

birds, on leaf-carved cabriole legs with claw and ball feet. 

. CARVED MAHOGANY AND NEEDLEPOINT RIBBON-BACK ARMCHAIR 

Chippendale Style 

Open rocaille-scrolled back with interlaced ribbon splat hung from a 
tasseled bowknot; acanthus-voluted open arms, slip seat similar to the 

preceding, on acanthus-carved cabriole legs with claw and ball feet. 

QuUEEN ANNE PaARCEL-GILDED MAHOGANY WaLL Mrrror 

English, XVIII Century 

Molded and arched frame with fret-carved crest embellished with gilded 

acanthus ornament; retaining original beveled glass. Rare. (Norcross) 

Height, 30% inches; width, 13 inches 
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378> 

377s 

HEPPLEWHITE INLAID SATINWOOD CaBINET English, XVIII Century 

Upper part with shelves enclosed by a pair of glazed doors; surmounting 

a table with one drawer and six square tapered legs with spade feet. 

(Norcross) Height, 5 feet 10 inches; width, 30% inches 

[See illustration | 

. HEPPLEWHITE INLAID SATINWOOD PiER TABLE 

English, XVIII Century 

Bow-shaped top, frieze, and square tapered legs banded with rosewood 

and other woods. Height, 30% inches; length, 56% inches 

. SHERATON MAHOGANY SWELL-FRONT CHEST OF DRAWERS 

English, Late XVIII Century 

With convex front containing two small and three long cockbeaded 

drawers with oval patera brasses and bail handles; on French feet. 

Veneered with crotch mahogany of good color. 

Height, 40% inches; length, 41 inches 

. GEORGIAN PAINTED BEECHWooD PIvoTInNG WING CHAIR 

English, XVIII Century 

Upholstered and covered in figured golden yellow bourrette; pivoting on 

the frame and square tapered legs. Paint chipped off in places. 

(Norcross) 

CHIPPENDALE MAHOGANY UPHOLSTERED LOVE SEAT 

Covered in golden yellow fabric; on mahogany grooved square legs 
braced with fretted stretchers. (Norcross) Length, 4 feet 5 inches 

. MaHocany Two-part PEDESTAL DINING TABLE Sheraton Style 

Comprising a pair of rounded oblong consoles with reeded edges, on 

vase-turned pedestals and quadrangular reeded and flaring legs shod 

with brass claws and castered. With two extension leaves. 
Height, 29% inches; length, 5 feet 3 inches, 

extending to 7 feet 11 inches; width, 46 inches 

. SHERATON MAHOGANY SMALL PEMBROKE ‘TABLE 

English, XVIII Century 

Oval top with two hinged leaves; supported on four square tapered 

legs; one drawer. (Norcross) Height, 28 inches; length, 29 inches 
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KINDEY READ. CONDITIONS FTORSSALE IN, BOR ERARDT OF CATAL OGUSE 

380. 

fO- 

ParR SHERATON INLAID ManHoGANy KNIFE BOoxEs 
English, XVIII Century 

With hinged slant top contained by a border of banding, the front stiles 
inlaid with mock flutings; inlaid and fitted interior. A choice original 
pair. Height, 14% inches 

[See illustration ] 

. SHERATON INLAID MAHOGANY SERPENTINE-FRONT SIDEBOARD 

English, Early XIX Century 

With crossbanded top and sharply serpentine front broken over the 

pilasters; two concave-fronted bottle drawers flank two convex central 

drawers, the lower recessed to simulate a kneehole; square tapering legs 

with spade feet. Paneled with stringing, and with crossbanded edges. 

Height, 37 inches; length, 50 inches 

[See illustration ] 

. HEPPLEWHITE INLAID SYCAMORE SEWING TABLE 

Octagonal hinged top; furnished with blue satin sewing bag; on slender 

flaring supports with X-stretcher. (Norcross) 

Height, 30% inches; width, 17% inches 

.InLAID WALNUT KNEEHOLE WRITING DESK Queen Anne Style 

Banded oblong top, kneehole front with recessed cupboard surrounded 

by a long drawer and six small drawers, all veneered with panels of elm- 

root (or thuyawood) banded in walnut, and having strapwork brasses 

and bail handles. Height, 30% inches; width, 30 inches 

. GEORGIAN MAHOGANY TALL-CASE CLOCK 

Birckley, Halifax, circa 1820 

Commodious case of crotch mahogany, the arched metal dial painted 

with female figures emblematic of the Seasons. As exhibited. 
Height, 7 feet 2 inches 

.GeorceE III] Manocany THREE-TIER DUMBWAITER 

English, Late XVIII Century 

Three graduated circular dish-top trays, joined by a round central column 

with reeded vase turning; on arched tripod with snake feet. 
Height, 45 inches; diameter, 23 inches 

. SHERATON MAHOGANY PEMBROKE [TABLE English, circa 1800 

* Oblong top with two segmental drop leaves, single end drawer, graceful 

round tapering legs with casters. 
Height, 28 inches; length open, 44 inches 
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KINDLY: READ “CONDITIONS OF SALE IN FOREPART OF CATALOGUE 

387. GEORGIAN CARVED AND PARCEL-GILDED MAHOGANY 

OvER-MANTEL MirrRoR 

‘Three-section mirror embellished with festoons of bay, and crested with 

a fluted urn. (Wadsworth) Height, 35 inches; length, 59 inches 

. CHIPPENDALE CarRvED ManHocany ‘Trieop TABLE 

English, XVIII Century 

Tilting circular top of nicely figured light mahogany; supported on a 

pedestal of cluster column pattern springing from a leaf-carved tripod 

with shell-carved feet. Height, 28 inches; diameter, 28% inches 

[See illustration | 

[NUMBER 389] [NUMBER 388] 

GEORGIAN TEA CADDY: NUMBER 318 
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389. Pain HEPPLEWHITE CARVED MAHOGANY SIDE CHAIRS 
English, XV III Century 

Slightly arched square back with triple ostrich feather splat; shaped seat 

in green velours; molded square tapered legs. 
0 (P”,5 

thf [See illustration of one] 

390. REGENCY ROSEWoop Book STAND English, Early XIX Century 

A three-tier whatnot with open sides railed in by turned spindles, and a 

yes Arawer in base; gadrooned mushroom feet, castered. 

| Height, 36 inches; width, 18 inches 

391. SHERATON MAHOGANY SPIDER-LEG Drop-LEAF TABLE 

English, circa 1810 

/f, « Folding table with plain rectangular top supported on slender gated 

#40 legs and stretchers. 
Height, 28% inches; length open, 32% inches 

392. HEPPLEWHITE INLAID SATINWOOD CONSOLE TABLE 

Segmental top, frieze, and square tapered legs banded with rosewood 

/? 7% and other woods. (Lewis) Height, 32 inches; length, 39 inches 

393. SHERATON MAHOGANY AND TooLep LEATHER DRUM TABLE 

Circular drum top covered in red leather gilt-tooled with fleurs de lis, 

Sas the frieze with four drawers; on ring-turned vasiform support, and 

/¥o~ three flaring reeded legs, shod with brass claws and castered. 

Height, 31 inches; diameter, 38 inches 

394. SHERATON INLAID MAHOGANY KIDNEY-SHAPED TABLE 

English, circa 1800 

9 At Shaped top banded with sycamore; supported on slender uprights with 
“ splayed base, a drawer in front. (Chamberlain) 

Height, 29 inches; length, 37 inches 
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KINDLY READ CONDITIONS OF SALE IN FOREPART OF CATALOGUE 

395: 

399. 

SHERATON INLAID MAHOGANY SIDEBOARD English, circa 1800 

Shaped front containing two deep bottle drawers flanking two shallow 

drawers; drawers banded with satinwood and furnished with brass 

lion’s-mask-and-ring handles. Standing on six round tapered and reeded 
legs. Height, 36 inches; length, 6 feet 

[See illustration | 

. CHIPPENDALE CARVED MAHOGANY Drop-LEAF TABLE 

English, XVIII Century 

Square table with two hinged leaves and one drawer; on four leaf- 

carved cabriole legs with leonine feet. (Wadsworth) 

Height, 28 inches; length open, 42% inches 

. SHERATON MAHOGANY AND TOOLED LEATHER WRITING [ABLE 

English, XVIII Century 

With reeded oblong top inset with tooled brown leather of later date, 

and three drawers with brass bail handles; on round reeded and tapering 
legs surmounted by carved dies. The legs and stiles are recarved. 

Height, 30 inches; length, 53% inches 

.SeET OF Four LATE SHERATON PAINTED BEECHWOOD SIDE CHAIRS 

English, circa 1810 

Slightly canted square back and round tapered legs painted with neo- 
classic ornamentation; caned seat furnished with blue figured linen 

cushion. (Norcross) 

Parr INLAID WALNUT BACHELOR’S CHESTS Queen Anne Style 

With oblong hinged top and front with four long cockbeaded drawers, 

all with herringbone borders enclosing panels of figured wood; engraved 

bat’s-wing brasses. Height, 29 inches; length, 30 inches 

. GEORGIAN MAHOGANY KNEEHOLE DESK English, XVIII Century 

Front equipped with seven drawers surrounding a knee space containing 

a cupboard; a pull-out shelf beneath the top. (Lewis) 
Height, 31 inches; length, 31% inches 

400A. LATE GEORGIAN CARVED AND GILDED PIER MrRRoR 
English, circa 1815 

Columnar frame in architectural style, the frieze with relief allegory of 

British military accomplishments. Imperfect. 
Height, 55 inches; width, 35 inches 
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GEORGIAN MAHOGANY BRACKET CLOCK: NUMBER 333 



KINDLY READ CONDITIONS OF SALE IN FOREPART OF CATALOGUE 

[NUMBER 401 | 

401. SET OF Ergot Carvep MauocaNny CLaw-FooT DINING CHAIRS 

Chippendale Style 

Comprising two armchairs and six side chairs. Open fan-shaped back 

with balloon splat finely pierced and carved with a ribbon bowknot 

hung with tassels; slip seats in crimson worsted floral damask, acanthus- 

carved cabriole legs with furred lion-paw feet. 
[See illustration of two] 
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402. 

403. 

404. 

405. 

ll 

406. 

bo- at! 

QuEEN ANNE Burt WALNUT SECRETARY 

English, Early XVIII Century 

Upper cabinet enclosed by two doors with arched panels; lower part, a 

slant-front desk with seven drawers in the body and fitted interior of 

small drawers and pigeonholes. (Wadsworth) 
Height, 7 feet; width, 40 inches 

GEORGIAN INLAID MAHOGANY Bow-FRONT CHINA CABINET 

With shaped sides enclosing convex-fronted shelves, a double cupboard 

below paneled with crotch mahogany, with border of ebony stringing. 

Height, 56% inches; width, 25% inches 

REGENCY MaHoGANY BOooKCASE English, circa 1820 

Upper part a cabinet of book shelves enclosed by two glazed doors with 

arched mullions in the Gothic taste, and capped by a lift-off cornice. 

Lower part containing cupboards and drawers, the centre drawer fitted 

for writing purposes. On leonine feet. 

Height, 8 feet 7 inches; width, 5 feet 11 inches 

GEORGIAN MAHOGANY Drop-LEAF TABLE English, XVIII Century 

Plain oblong top with two hinged leaves, supported on six square tapered 

legs; one drawer. Height, 29 inches; length open, 4734 inches 

CarveD MAHOGANY AND OLD GOLD BROCATELLE SOFA 
Hepplewhite Style 

Arched horseshoe back with armpads, and the seat, covered in fine old 
gold satin brocatelle patterned with pairs of birds and animals flanking 

floral palmettes; molded mahogany arm supports and tapering square 

legs. With small loose cushion. Length, 6 feet 
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CHARLES I STUMPWORK PICTURE: NUMBER 335 
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407. SHERATON INLaID ManocGany Sora TABLE English, circa 1800 

Oblong top, with a hinged leaf at either end; two drawers in front; on 

trestle pattern end supports connected by a spiraled medial stretcher. 

Height, 28% inches; length open, 56 inches 

(CG - [See illustration ] 

408. GEORGIAN CARVED AND GILDED CONVEX MiRROR WITH 
EAGLE PEDIMENT English, circa 1815 

- Molded circular frame crested with a spread eagle and two coiled ser- 

oG “pents. Gilding chipped. Height, 54 inches; width, 39 inches 

409. SHERATON SATINWOOD AND BircH Four-post CANopy BEDSTEAD 

Slender turned and tapered foot posts with carved capitals; plain square 

tapered head posts; supporting a slightly arched canopy lined with light 

blue fabric. (Norcross) Height, © feet 6 inches; width, 38% inches 
ff @ 

e i) ete & ¢ \ # i 

APES TRIES 

410. BRUSSELS TAPESTRY PANEL Late XVII Century 

Depicting a group of ancients before a statue symbolizing the Earth; a 

, soldier in the background. Narrow floral border added. 

SO om Height, 8 feet 3 inches; width, 46 inches 

411. AUBUSSON [TAPESTRY 

Extensive vista of sunlit landscape with a chateau in the middle distance, 

éf-rn behind which a river winds to the foreground, cascading over low 

we rocks; two flamingoes strut in the foreground beside a brick fountain 

at right surmounted by figure of a couchant lion. The scene is flanked 
by tall trees, with a heron perched among the branches, and reeds and 

pink peony shrubs beneath. 
Height, 10 feet 4 inches; width, 7 feet 4 inches 
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412. FLEMISH RENAISSANCE J'APESTRY Late XVI Century 

THE QUEEN OF SHEBA BEFORE SOLOMON. The monarch with crown 

and sceptre, wearing a fawn cloak carelessly draped over his armor, is 

seated at left upon a canopied throne surmounted by angel finials, beside 

him a general in plumed helmet, grasping his sabre. From the right ap- 

proaches the Queen, sumptuously robed in brocaded sapphire blue gar- 

F ments, her hand outstretched in greeting, and followed by three ladies- 
Lyn @, & in-waiting, one carrying a casket. In the background troops of cavalry 

aa pass a colonnaded temple. Shaded tan border woven with blue strap- 
work supporting urns and clusters of fruit and foliations, herms, masks 

and other Renaissance motives, centring cartouches with allegorical 
figures, the side vignettes having caryatid and telamon supporters. 

Woven in fine wools with lavish highlights of silk. (N. Y. Private 
Collector) Height, 11 feet 2 inches; width, 10 feet 4 inches 

[See illustration ] 

412A. BRUSSELS “TAPESTRY Late XVII Century 

Marcus AURELIUS COMMENDS HIS SON TO THE PHILOSOPHER. ‘The 

Emperor stands at right clad in blue garment and fawn cloak, upon a dais 

| eo beneath a fawn canopy, gesturing toward his young son Commodus. At 
/? ’ left is the figure of the grave philosopher, a young student beside him. 

i Fawn border finely woven with swags and pendants of flowers supported 
by nude amors, with perched parrot and heron; the top border with a 

cartouche of garlanded torches and horns, and in the lower border a 

midnight blue plaquette with caption. (Hack) 
Height, 10 feet 10 inches; width, 8 feet 
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413. BRUSSELS LATE RENAISSANCE "TAPESTRY Circa 1625 

DIANA AND CUPID. Full-length seated figure of the goddess in pale blue 
and yellow robes, holding a. bow in her left hand and caressing with her 
right the submissive Cupid; beneath an elaborate Renaissance canopy of 

leaf scrollings surrounded by drapery festoons, urns of fruit and flowers, 
animal masks and foliage. Fawn border with figures of amors alternating 

,. with large clusters of fruit and, in the upper and lower borders, car- 
lb *touches flanked by shell motives. Woven in fine wools, heavily enriched 

with silk. Lower border restored. 
Height, 10 feet 11 inches; width, 8 feet 

Collection of Genevieve Garvan Brady, New York, 1937 

[See illustration ] 

414. PAiR AUBUSSON ‘TAPESTRY CANTONNIERES 
Silk-woven tapestry designed with swags of flowers and leaf volutes in 
pastel colors in a light ground. Crowned cipher TH in upper border. 

2 Height, 13 feet 9 inches; width, 8 feet 7 inches 

/ Jo- 
IMPORTANT RUGS, INCLUDING 

ENGLISH AND SPANISH HAND-TUFTED CARPETS 

AND KASHAN SILK RUGS 

415. [wo BoKHARA RucGs 
Patterned with scarlet octagons outlined with blue and green latchhooks, 

“hf in a wine red field. (August) 
¥ Length, 5 feet 3 inches; width, 2 feet 8 inches 

Length, § feet; width, 3 feet 2 inches 

416. Tasriz SILK RuG MEDALLION 

Circular medallion surrounded by twelve scallops with an allover floral 

{0o- pattern in orange and ivory, outlined in deep blue. Rich lustrous pile. 

a (Rost) Diameter, 5 feet 6 inches 

417. ANTIQUE MersHED KHoRASSAN CyprREss RUG 

Woven with a blue cypress flanked by affrontés figures of peacocks and 

fo «., scrolling blue floral branches in a cartouche-shaped fawn field with deep 
blue spandrels; rosy fawn border with pairs of bird figures. (N. Y. 
Private Collector) Length, 5 feet 10 inches; width, 3 feet 8 inches 

. KASHAN SILK Birp RuG 
Oyster white field woven in crimson, blue and tan with an urn and “Trees 

of Life’ enlivened with birds, beneath a scrolled arch with bronze and 

tan floral spandrels; wine red border of blossoms and _ palmettes. 

(August) Length, 6 feet 10 inches; width, 4 feet 7 inches 
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KINDLY READ CONDITIONS OF SALE IN FOREPART OF CATALOGUE 

[NUMBER 419] 

419. KULAH PRAYER RUG XVIII Century 

Narrow sapphire blue mihrab with pointed arch and turquoise field semé 

tae with russet leaves; téte de négre and old gold dotted stripe borders. 

‘tf ® (N. Y. Private Collector) 
Length, 6 feet 4 inches; width, 4 feet 1 inch 

[See illustration | 
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[NUMBER 420] 

420. IMPERIAL HEREKE GOLD-WOVEN SILK RUG 

Z/O 

Fawn field, woven with an allover design of skeleton cartouches of red 
carnations amid arabesques of lotus branches; deep greenish blue border 

with scrolling stems of lotus flowers, violets and jasmine, some with 
w.bifurcate stems voided in gold thread. Exceptionally fine weave, with 

about 600 knots to the square inch. (N. Y. Private Collector) 

Length, 5 feet 6 inches; width, 3 feet 3 inches 

[See illustration ] 
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AaT 

pf go ” 

[NUMBER 421] 

SAROUK RuG 
Woven on a scarlet field with an allover design of arabesqued branches 
in green and white, enclosing lotus blossoms and clusters of tiny white 

jasmine; midnight blue border of interlaced floral garlands. A good 

semi-antique rug. Length, 10 feet; width, 7 feet 

[See illustration ] 
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AOD, 

f- 

424 

Li ¢ 

A25. 

426. 

KuLAH PRAYER RuG Late XVIII Century 

Sapphire blue mihrab semé with tiny fawn blossoms, with two sky blue 

colonnettes supporting a pointed arch scattered with tiny red and tan 

jardiniéres; numerous dotted stripe guards. (N. Y. Private Collector) 

Length, 5 feet 10 inches; width, 4 feet 1 inch 

. Bryur RucG oF KarasacH Desicn 

Woven on a hexagonal midnight blue field with a Karabagh ‘French’ 
design of sky blue and green leaf-scrolled cartouches with clusters of 

.. peonies; gray floral border. (N. Y. Private Collector) 

Length, 6 feet 11 inches; width, 4 feet 7 inches 

. TEKKE BokHarRA RuG 

Field of deep blood red woven with seven chains of particolored camel’s- 

foot octagons or gul, alternating with latchhooked cruciform motives; 

repaired. A semi-antique rug of fine quality. 

Length, 8 feet 5 inches; width, 5 feet 10 inches 

ANTIQUE Baku RuG 

Woven on a blue-black ground with rows of large infloretted ‘pears’ 

centring a stepped cruciform fawn medallion; border of ‘barberpole’ 

stripes with crimson and blue guards. (N. Y. Private Collector) 

Length, 9 feet 2 inches; width, 3 feet 11 inches 

ANTIQUE DaGHESTAN Birp RuG 

Woven on a midnight blue ground with four eight-pointed stellate me- 

dallions in old scarlet, blue, and ivory, flanked by pairs of formalized 
Lf fo e A ° 

VA So bird figures amid a multitude of tiny scattered ornaments;. latchhook 

border. (N. Y. Private Collector) 

Length, 9 feet 4 inches; width, 3 feet 10 inches 
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[NUMBER 427] 

427. FINE KASHAN SILK FLOWER-GARDEN CARPET 

ge 

The field is divided into a mosaic of variously shaped plots with grounds 
of rose pink, sapphire blue, emerald, old gold, yellow and ivory, each 

woven with a vase of cluster of peonies, lotus, roses, carnations, and 

other variegated blossoms in a multitude of colors, centring a scalloped 
rose pink floral medallion; greenish ivory border bearing vines of lotus 

flowers and smaller pink blossoms, overlaid by crimson and blue ara- 

besques. (August) Length, 12 feet 9 inches; width, 8 feet 9 inches 

[See illustration | 
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428. IMpoRTANT KasHan SILK Mosque CarPET 

Cartouche-shaped field of the sacred green of the Prophet, overrun with 

| a multitude of trailing creepers bearing rose, blue, yellow and other 
F 7/=Plossoms, and centring three concentric scalloped medallions in canary 

yellow, sapphire blue and crimson; the edges of the field and spandrels 

with floral ornament in a crimson ground. Sapphire blue border with a 

chain of floral cartouches woven in colors of the field, the golden yellow 
guards reserved with small cartouches of flowers and birds. (August) 

Length, 13 feet 9 inches; width, 9 feet 

[See illustration ] 
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429. ANTIQUE HERAT CARPET 

432. 

Field of midnight blue covered by a close Herati design with a scarlet 

trellis bearing blossoms and particolored scarlet and sky blue curving 

leaves; rose scarlet border of red and green ‘turtle’ palmettes outlined 

in deep greenish blue, mounted on interlaced branches; six floral guards. 

A fine early specimen. (N. Y. Private Collector) 

Length, 18 feet; width, 7 feet 5 inches 

[See illustration | 

. AUBUSSON RuG 

Ivory field semé with sprigs of flowers painted at later date, and centred 

with a pastel-colored floral nosegay; within a border of bowknotted fes- 

toons of pink and white blossoms. 

Length, 9 feet 6 inches; width, 6 feet 5 inches 

. ANTIQUE CHINESE RUG 

Light fawn field occupied by Shou medallion, fret ornament, and flower 

arabesques in dark blue; framed in two borders of fret and meanders 

in similar colors. (Chamberlain) : 
Length, 8 feet 11 inches; width, 6 feet 10 inches 

KiIRMAN PALMETTE CARPET 
Mazarine blue field woven in pastel shades of light blue, green and 

fawn with rows of lotus and peony palmettes supported on branches 

bearing masses of smaller blossoms; fawn border of cusped and interlaced 

floral branches. Length, 14 feet; width, 7 feet 2 inches 

. MaHAL FEREGHAN GuLAI HINNAI CARPET 

Hexagonal midnight blue field with ivory spandrels, closely woven with 

.. a floral lattice pattern enclosing clusters of henna flowers, principally 

in light blue, rose and ivory; fluctuating terra cotta floral border. 

Length, 15 feet; width, 13 feet 4 inches 
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434. RARE CHARLES III Maprip ARMorRIAL CARPET 

i ge , \ 

hoff 7, 

Viuda de Stuyck, 1774 
Field of sky blue scattered with stars and white clouds, and centred 

with a circular golden glory upon which appear the two blue hemis- 
pheres surmounted by a crown and the motto: PLUS ULTRA; the whole 

within a rose red frame of pearl motives, invected at the corners. Rose 

border with trailing green bay leaves and bearing eight escutcheons with 
arms of the Spanish provinces, flanked by golden dragon scrollings. 

Some repairs, skilfully effected. Outer border of sage green inscribed: 
FCA. DE TAPICES DE MADRID. 1774. VDA. E HIJOS (widow and sons) 

DE STUYCK. 
Length, 16 feet 8 inches; width, 13 feet 

[See illustration ] 
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435. Hertz PALtace CARPET 

Field of beautiful turquoise blue color, centred with a large tawny red 
floral medallion hung with pendants of blossoms and russet foliage, the 

corners with quarter-round medallions woven with floral arabesques in 

Lf) afore ground of burnt orange. Broad tawny red floral border enclosed by 
y\ turquoise blue and tan guards. A semi-antique carpet. (N. Y. Private 

Collector) Length, 25 feet 2 inches; width, 17 feet 3 inches 

[See illustration ] 
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436. ImporTANT GeEorGE III HANbD-TUFTED MEDALLION CaRPET 

Circa 1815 
A handsome large carpet of the Regency period, with shell pink field 

centred with a large Empire medallion, principally in magenta and 
orange, and garlanded with eight festoons of garden flowers and olive 

brown foliage, surrounded by four nosegays of blossoms at the corners; 

J 2 Qeorthe whole framed in floral festoons similar to the medallion garlands. 

Gray border with crimson and bronze leaf cartouches entwined with 
trailing blossoms. Length, 20 feet 6 inches; width, 15 feet 8 inches 

[See illustration ] 
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SECOND SESSION SATURDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 260TH 

437. KuRD ARABESQUE CARPET OF IMPORTANT SIZE 

Midnight blue ground woven with a latticework of stiff branch ara- 

besques bearing blossoms and enclosing clusters of jasmine, hyacinths, 
and other small flowers, in shades of scarlet, green, brown and fawn; 

fawn border of palmettes enclosed by old scarlet guards. A semi-antique 

carpet. (N. Y. Private Collector) 
Length, 31 feet 1 inch; width, 16 feet 7 inches 

ft rf [See illustration of part] 

438. KASHANOOR CARPET WITH KaARABAGH DESIGN 

Woven on a midnight blue ground with an allover Karabagh ‘French’ 

design consisting of shaded sky blue leaf-scrolled cartouches, each bearing 

three red and fawn roses; fluctuating greenish blue border of interlinked 
. . rosettes and lotus palmettes. Close heavy pile. 

Gt “ Length, 18 feet 7 inches; width, 11 feet 9 inches 

From Kent-Costikyan, Inc., New York 

439. BERLIN CRIMSON “TUFTED CARPET 

Woven en camaieu with a border of leaf scrollings and urns. (August) 

Length, 14 feet 6 inches; width, 9 feet 10 inches 

f 

ENGLISH FURNITURE AND DECORATIONS 

[ CONCLUDED | 

440. CHIPPENDALE MAHoGANy WING CHAIR IN STRIPED BASKET CLOTH 
With deep back and wings, scrolled sides and seat cushion, all covered 

i in in magenta and white striped fabric; on stretchered square legs, castered. 

441. INLaip MAHOGANY SIDEBOARD WITH SHAPED FRONT 
Colonial Hepplewhite Style 

| J Commodious piece equipped with drawers and cupboards and decorated 

SCC with light wood inlay.. (Wadsworth) 
Height, 40 inches; length, 6 feet 5 inches 
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442. INLaAID MAHOGANY AND SATINWOOD THREE-PART PEDESTAL 

EXTENSION DINING TABLE Sheraton Style 

Comprising a rectangular centre section, and two rounded ends, all 

banded in satinwood and finished with a reeded edge; tilting on vase- 
turned supports and reeded incurvate legs shod with brass claws and 

LOO" castered. With two extension leaves. 

: Height, 29% inches; length, 8 feet, extending to 

I1 feet; width, 44 inches 

[See illustration ] 

443. FLEMISH TAPESTRY “THREE-FOLD SCREEN AVIII-XIX Century 
Depicting two figures of shepherdesses in the foreground of a valley, 

D>, with tall trees at left and right; téte de négre floral border. 

~ if i Height, 7 feet 9 inches; length, 7 feet 10 inches 

444. SANTO DomINGO MAHOGANY BOOKCASE American, circa 1830 
_ Upper part a bookcase enclosed by two glazed doors; lower part a cup- 

#, _g’ board enclosed by two doors with drawer above. 
oe Height, 7 feet 4% inches; width, 46 inches 

445. CARVED AND UPHOLSTERED MAHOGANY LOVE SEAT 

Chippendale Style 
pe Covered in ribbed fawn velours; richly carved cabriole legs, and claw 

VY and ball feet. “two cushions. Length, 53 inches 

445A. TURNED WALNUT AND JACQUARD TAPESTRY SETTEE 
William and Mary Style 

Back, seat cushion, and arms in machine tapestry simulating seventeenth 

«we century needlepoint, designed with panels of figures in a garden. (Lewis) 
¢ Length, 5 feet 3 inches 

446. CarvED OAK Draw-ToP TABLE Jacobean Style 

Oblong top with two draw leaves; frieze carved with fleurdelisé lunettes, 

“4Oor- on T-shaped end supports with baluster-turned and blocked legs. 
eT Height, 30% inches; length, 8 feet 

extending to 14 feet 8 inches 
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447. SHERATON INLAID MAHOGANY SECRETARY BOOKCASE 

English, Late XVIII Century 

Upper part a case of book shelves enclosed by a pair of glazed doors with 

shaped mullions; below the doors is a cupboard enclosed by a door. 

Lower part equipped with a writing drawer and three long drawers. 

All banded with light wood inlay, including the lift-off cornice. 

Height, 7 feet 8 inches; width, 43 inches 

[See illustration ] 

448. DECORATED CorDOVA LEATHER FOUR-FOLD SCREEN 
Late XVII Century 

: Panels with a recurrent design of Bérainesque canopied cartouches 
MO ~» ornamented with flowers and leaf scrollings, and centred with the 

ie figure of an angel, in subdued and bronze gilding. 

Height, 5 feet 6 inches; length, 7 feet 

449. WALNUT AND Oak BOOKCASE IN THE WILLIAM AND Mary TastTE 

ty J ¢@ Low bookcase enclosed by four glazed doors, and having decorated 

™ frieze. (Lewis) Height, 46 inches; length, 6 feet 3 inches 

450. WALNUT AND Oak BOOKCASE IN THE WILLIAM AND Mary TAsTE 
* Companion to the preceding. (Lewis) 

Y fis Height, 46 inches; length, 6 feet 3 inches 

451. EMPIRE INLaID MAHOGANY SOFA American, circa 1820 
A Shaped frame banded with brass inlay; resting on leonine feet. Covered 

f * ~~ in blue silk machine tapestry. (Chamberlain) Length 6 feet 2 inches 

452. PANELED WALNUT WRITING CABINET Charles II Style 

» Well made piece with two doors, writing drawer, and plain drawer in 
fon Wer front; on turned legs with stretchers. (Lewis) 
? i gee Height, 5 feet; width 41 inches 
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453. 

Z> 
454 

mm 7 © 

4 pe 

455 

Jor 

456 

457. 

IE) § kG 

. GILDED AND FESTOONED OVERMANTEL MIRROR 

Wat Mirror INSET WITH OIL PAINTING Georgian Style 

Frame painted black and gold; square mirror surmounted by a decora- 

tive landscape painting. Together with a walnut canterbury. [Lot.] 

(August) Height, 43 inches; width 27% inches 

. Manocany Fouio Rack, AND AN OccaSsIONAL TABLE 

Print folio rack of cheval type, with brass feet. Kidney-shaped oc- 

 casional table in the Sheraton style. [Lot.] (Lewis) 

. GEORGIAN CarRvED MAHOGANY CANDLESTAND 

Shaped dish top on grooved shaft and carved tripod. Together with a 

nest of three glass-top mahogany small tables. [Lot.] (Norcross) 

. CarvED MAHOGANY BEDSIDE TABLE, BUREAU, AND 

CoRNER CHAIR American, XIX Century 

Bedside table with cupboard front and carved pilasters. Narrow bureau 

en suite. Corner chair in Chippendale style, with linen seat. [Lot.] 

(Lewis) 

Park MAHOGANY KNIFE URNs English, XIX Century 

Tapering octagonal urn with slotted interior, the cover with acorn 

finial. Height, 26 inches 

Adam Style 

Arched frame crested with a cluster of amatory emblems. (Lewis) 
Height, 50 inches; width, 40 inches 

. Four Otp ENGcLIsH CoLor PRINTS 

Foxhunting subjects: Going Out of Kennel; Crossing the River Avon; 

Finding in a Bog; Consequences. Folio. Framed. (Wadsworth) 

. Parr SAMSON DECORATED PORCELAIN JARDINIERES 

Decorated in the colors of the famille verte with panels of flowers of 

the seasons and ‘precious objects’ in an ivory yellow ground. (Lewis) 
Diameter, 18 inches 

[END OF SALE] 
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